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Report overview
To transparently disclose our sustainable management activities and 
achievements, AfreecaTV published our first sustainability report in 2020. In 
this year’s report, we want to share with stakeholders about the processes and 
results of our efforts to create shared value. 

Report period and scope
The current report highlights key sustainability achievements between January 
1, 2020 and December 31, 2020, and includes information from the last three 
years to help readers understand the trends in our quantitative performance. 
The scope of this report includes all of AfreecaTV’s domestic workplaces, 
whilst some information also covers overseas locations. 

Reporting standards
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Core option of the GRI 
(Global Reporting Initiative) Standards, the global guidelines for such reporting. 
For detailed information, please check the GRI Index presented on pages 63–64.

Third-party assurance
This report has been verified by an independent assurance body to ensure the 
accuracy and reliability of the information contained herein. Matters related to 
the assurance and the assurance opinion can be found on page 67. 

For more information about this report
This report can be viewed and downloaded from the AfreecaTV website. Please 
use the following contact details for further questions or information about the 
report. We look forward to hearing from you, our stakeholders.

AfreecaTV
AddressㅣPanGyo 7 Venture Valley 1-2, 15, PanGyo-ro 228beon-gil,  
BunDang-Gu, SeongNam-Si, GyeongGi-Do, Korea
Telephoneㅣ+82-1688-7022
E-mailㅣafreecatv_ir@afreecatv.com
IR web pageㅣhttp://corp.afreecatv.com/ir.php

Cover story

This report has been issued as an 
interactive PDF that links internally to 
related web sites.
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05MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

this content to promote public-service campaigns that stimulate awareness and engagement with 

the social contributions that both AfreecaTV and our service participants make. In this respect, we 

are working to make a positive impact across society.

Third, we will make environmentally conscious decisions for sustainable management, and 

endeavor to increase social participation in a wide range of environmental issues, such as energy 

consumption and environmental conservation. In addition to our own efforts to reduce energy 

consumption within the company, we will deploy our resources toward providing more content that 

helps others do the same. We will support the production of content about energy and resource 

conservation, and in a way that others can also share about the importance of environmental 

protection.

Since our inception, AfreecaTV has learned and grown through the many challenges we have 

faced. Because of a deep desire to live our values—connection, communication, and freedom—

we will never be satisfied only with past achievements. Indeed, we will expand our efforts focused 

on the unique, free, and forward-looking AfreecaTV service  philosophy. Through these efforts, 

even more people can experience more diverse enjoyment on the AfreecaTV platform.

Finally, in addition to sustainable growth, and to meet expectations in line with global standards, we 

will strive to raise the transparency of our management and fulfill our corporate social responsibility. 

I would like to ask you—our stakeholders—to continue supporting us in our constant corporate 

evolution. We are grateful for your interest in the future of AfreecaTV.

Thank you.

To the esteemed stakeholders of AfreecaTV,

AfreecaTV is promoting growth in media culture centered around interactive platforms in which all 

participants share a sense of content ownership. Participants in our service can use AfreecaTV to 

showcase their talents and share their thoughts and values, doing so in real-time. We are also a 

leader in two-way-communication media channels, giving participants a wider range of fun and 

inspiring experiences and doing our utmost to strengthen our value as a participant-driven sharing 

and communication space.

Social distancing and remote connections triggered by COVID-19 have brought about many 

changes to our lives. In the past, while online services served to facilitate business and human 

activities offline, we are now witnessing a paradigm shift. The daily activities of our lives are 

moving online, with work and interactions being facilitated online through more vibrant means of 

communication.

In this context, AfreecaTV is identifying the changing needs of our participants and, as an open 

platform for all, is continually offering new value and striving to promote shared growth through our 

differentiated services. In addition, we seek to meet our social and environmental responsibilities 

through the following efforts.

First, we will make our services easier for participants to use and strengthen our personalized 

offerings. On top of this, we will broaden the range of choices for our users by deepening the 

diversity of our content. To reach these service goals, we will help our partners provide better 

services and content through a variety of initiatives. These include educational and support 

programs for improved content, including, broadcast facilities and programs, broadcast know-

how, and psychological counseling.

Second, we will work with participants to discover and produce socially impactful content, doing 

so with a sense of responsibility for the influence our media platform has in society. We will leverage 
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06AfreecaTV 2020 ESG Report

MESSAGES FROM STAKEHOLDERS

At the request of international investors, we have 
been communicating with AfreecaTV since 2019 
about the need to publish an ESG report. I would like 
to express my gratitude to the IR Team for respond-
ing in such good faith to this request by investors 
and analysts. 

Environment, social, and governance issues have 
been recognized recently as core concerns in man-
agement and investment, making it more important 
than ever that AfreecaTV share this information about 
the company’s non-financial performance. AfreecaTV 
has been diligently managing ESG challenges related 
to data security, systemic risk, employee engage-
ment, and diversity and inclusion. In addition, the 
company is actively working to hire more female tal-
ent and provide career development support through 
system and facilities investment and know-how. This 
has boosted internal competitiveness and made its 
business strategy even more robust. AfreecaTV has 
set up a 24-hour monitoring system and other insti-
tutional measures to deal with content-related risks 
occurring intrinsically under the company’s unique 
business model. However, more needs to be done to 
fully address investor concerns in these areas.

Socially, the company produces content related 
to volunteer services, tourism, and lifestyle sports 
through MOUs with charities, communities, and 
other organizations. We believe this is a good way 
to expand the category and to increase value and 
promote mutual growth with local communities. Go-
ing further, it would be good to actively communicate 
with stakeholders about other efforts by the compa-
ny, such as initiatives to create a wider range of con-
tent that supports sustainable community improve-
ments. AfreecaTV should also share more about 
how it is promoting a flat organizational work culture, 
attracting more female talent, and building systems 
and obtaining certifications related to data security.

Min-Joo Kang, Research Analystㅣ 
Daiwa Securities

Do-Seong Kim, Team Head

AfreecaTV: Future Business Team

Woo-Jin Kim, Team Leader

Game advertiser: PUBG

Jae-Min Jeong

Outside Director

Eun-Bi Kang

Partner: BJ

Jeong-Weon Kim, Manager

Non-Game Advertiser: LG Electronics

Min-Joo Kang, Research Analyst

Daiwa Securities

Gwang-Ho Bae, Department Head

Community: Good Neighbors
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07MESSAGES FROM STAKEHOLDERS

AfreecaTV has promoted co-prosperity with its 
partners through the company’s strong support for 
equality and respect for diversity, doing so despite 
the severe employment inequality and work environ-
ment insecurity that people working as entertainers 
usually experience. All partners of AfreecaTV, regard-
less of sex, age, or nationality, can develop their ca-
reers through a variety of content, including sports, 
hobbies, and games. 

With media platforms at the heart of today’s so-
called untact society, AfreecaTV has helped many 
of us in the community recover some of what we 
lost in 2021 due to COVID-19 and improve our daily 
lives. AfreecaTV provides opportunities for everyone 
to participate as members of society. Thus, Afree-
caTV’s framework with global communications pro-
viders connects people with one another through the 
Internet. Partners are developing “mobile challenge 
content” in individual regions that engage users in 
worthwhile activities, such as beach and coastal 
trash pick-up, that do not require direct personal 
contact. I have great expectations for AfreecaTV’s 
future efforts to create jobs and expand community 
coexistence through its approach where anyone can 
partner, create content, and build relationships with 
users.

Eun-Bi KangㅣPartner: BJ

AfreecaTV is leveraging its online media platform to 
develop its business in a variety of directions, mak-
ing an economic and social impact for investors, us-
ers, partners (BJs), and communities. In particular, 
the company communicates its financial health by 
diligently and transparently disclosing relevant infor-
mation and performing other obligations as a listed 
company. From an ESG standpoint, AfreecaTV is 
committed to its social responsibilities in education, 
human resources, and a robust media culture, while 
also achieving media growth, investing in new busi-
nesses, and generating results that create economic 
value. 

I believe it is AfreecaTV's unique social responsibility 
to create a content growth ecosystem for one-person 
media by fostering a donation-based culture based 
on interactions between users and partners (BJs). In 
addition, the company is promoting a content devel-
opment-growth structure by sharing knowledge and 
know-how and broadcasting inter-user mentoring 
content. These efforts to develop and expand the 
community through education and entrepreneurship 
are impressive. Moving forward, meeting its social 
responsibilities by diversifying into CSR activity, ed-
ucation, and environment-related content will enable 
AfreecaTV to build a positive corporate image and 
raise the value of its brand. Other good approaches 
include developing and delivering educational broad-
casts and other study services to substitute for pri-
vate education and promoting meaningful initiatives 
to emphasize social and environmental responsibility.

We look forward to AfreecaTV enhancing its online 
platform by incorporating social content that leads to 
valuable activities with stakeholders.

Woo-Jin Kim, Team Leaderㅣ 
Game advertiser: PUBG
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08AfreecaTV 2020 ESG Report

Everyone naturally longs for an end to the pandemic 
and a return to regular life. As those days draw clos-
er and we contemplate on our circumstances and 
the greater difficulties faced by those around us, I 
would like to express my deep gratitude to Afree-
caTV for its sustainable management activities and 
support for GoodNeighbors through its engagement 
in sharing activities that benefit diverse educational 
projects. These projects, aimed at helping families 
in crisis and fostering the next generation of citizens, 
ensure that marginalized families and youth are not 
excluded from welfare.

Now that people are spending more time than ever 
at home, many are finding enjoyment and emotion-
al satisfaction through content on AfreecaTV. In an 
era where video networking has permeated our dai-
ly lives, such as in education, work, and meetings, 
we would like AfreecaTV to support mentoring of 
children who dream of becoming BJs, helping such 
children achieve their own dreams. Please bring the 
enjoyment of your many media programs to support 
the digitally underprivileged and promote inclusive-
ness for people of all ages.

Gwang-Ho Bae, Department Headㅣ 
Community: Good Neighbors

Partner BJs within the ecosystem of the AfreecaTV 
platform exercise tremendous influence in many 
content areas. We believe we can meet our ESG 
goals by leveraging this influence to broadcast high-
ly persuasive and communicative content related to 
the environment and society. This will demonstrate 
further how Internet broadcasting can make a dif-
ference, thus having a major impact on improving 
brand value and image.

AfreecaTV’s strength comes from the community. 
Every AfreecaTV employee values communication 
and having a positive influence. The community has 
been developed to allow users, partners (BJs), and 
related industry workers to communicate and free-
ly provide input. The CEO and employees conduct 
eTown hall meetings where everyone discusses 
business strategy and operational direction in a live, 
online format. In addition, the company is using a 
VoC (Voice of the Customer) approach to identify 
user in terms of video technology quality improve-
ments so that we can invest in next-generation me-
dia technology, as well as VR/AR and the metaverse 
space. Through a convergent media service experi-
ence, we will continue to enhance user satisfaction 
and quality, and provide greater access to content 
about the environment and other social issues.

Notably, South Korea was the first country to bring 
5G technology to market. Communication technol-
ogies are now changing and growing on this 5G 
foundation even more radically due to the impact 
of COVID-19. We are now using immersive video 
technology to deliver life-like experiences that make 
up for some of the feelings of emptiness users have 
been experiencing during the pandemic. Because 
immersive video requires more advanced technology 
to deliver better video quality in the mobile environ-
ment, we will have to continue investing aggressively 
in R&D and infrastructure.

Do-Seong Kim, Team Headㅣ 
AfreecaTV: Future Business Team
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09MESSAGES FROM STAKEHOLDERS

We hope that AfreecaTV—Korea’s undisputed leader 
in one-person broadcasting—will establish a healthy 
broadcasting culture that promotes proper ethics 
and positive social values among viewers.  From a 
long-term perspective, the company also needs to 
focus sensitively on the needs of young viewers, the 
demographic group that will lead us into the future.

In addition, we would like to see a more mature win-
win growth mindset at AfreecaTV that reflects the 
company’s leading position in the eSports industry. 
In addition, we would like to see an even greater fo-
cus on win-win growth in terms of mutual cooper-
ation, reflecting AfreecaTV's leading position in the 
eSports industry. We therefore hope the company 
can nurture an environment where everyone, includ-
ing game leagues and athletes outside the spotlight, 
as well as fans of the games, can have fun and grow 
together.

I am responsible for branding at LG UltraGear, a 
brand focused on gaming gear. We wish to contin-
ue our partnership with AfreecaTV so that they may 
foster more content in the gaming ecosystem and 
promote the industry through a positive image of 
eSports.

To create positive relationships with all stakeholders of 
the organization, we also need to communicate trans-
parently with, and strive to be of help to, our employ-
ees, BJs, users, investors, and partners. I believe that 
by showing leadership through the company's com-
mitment to providing social public goods, AfreecaTV 
can pave the way for mutual growth within the media 
industry as a whole. These communication efforts can 
ultimately create a healthy ecosystem, laying the foun-
dation for achieving mutual growth with partners, man-
aging risk, and contributing to society. AfreecaTV has 
prospered by actively communicating online and offline 
with BJs, users, and other stakeholders. I would ask the 
company to try to listen even more closely and commu-
nicate authentically with the community of stakeholders. 
In line with AfreecaTV’s growing socio-cultural impact 
and influence in the industry, some observers are also 
expressing concern about dysfunctional aspects of the 
business model. Only through constant discussion and 
openness will the company be able to produce creative 
and high-quality content in a way that minimizes social 
controversies, enhances its socio-cultural contribution, 
and facilitates the promotion of the video entertainment 
industry. This is also the most important means of rais-
ing AfreecaTV’s brand value and image.

In addition, I hope that AfreecaTV will pay more at-
tention to the values of diversity, human rights, and 
user protection. In relation to ESG-based manage-
ment, I would like to see a commitment and effort 
towards achieving phased goals like the AfreecaTV 
Green Project 2025 and 2030 for energy reduction 
and eco-friendly server development. I would also be 
pleased to see production of more content related to 
climate change and the environment. Finally, it would 
be good to implement a reporting system about im-
provements made based on recommendations from 
stakeholders.

Jeong-Weon Kim, Senior Managerㅣ 
Non-Game Advertiser: LG Electronics

Jae-Min Jeong Outside Director

What is certain about the future is that it is uncertain. 
In a world of uncertainty, the most important organ-
izational challenge is sustainability. For sustainability, 
growth is not possible without first creating a healthy 
and safe ecosystem. Thus, AfreecaTV must work on 
its ecosystem, doing so as the leader of a “world where 
everyone is an owner, and everything is content.” I be-
lieve that promoting the coexistence of stakeholders at 
every point in the content creation process—from the 
production to the consumption of creative, new, and 
diverse content—is the only path toward sustainability.
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11SPECIAL PAGES

eTown halls

This is an internal broadcast channel where all employees 
and executives of AfreecaTV share about the company's 
direction and challenges on a quarterly basis. In these 
forums, we discuss recent issues and business conditions 
together, with members encouraged to provide active input. 
This unique spirit of open communication at AfreecaTV 
underpins our business progress and development.

ALCON(AfreecaTV Live CONference)

We share AfreecaTV’s quarterly earnings through live 
broadcasts to stock market investors, as well as other 
stakeholders—including employees, executives, partners, 
and users. The company’s commitment to transparency is 
highlighted through live Q&A sessions about our business 
performance.

BJ forums

We hold both online and offline forums with our BJs, who are 
growing their businesses on the AfreecaTV platform. These 
events guide BJs to make better use of our services. We 
also gain insights from their opinions on how to build a better 
platform.

User forums

We even hold user forums to facilitate two-way 
dialogue with our users. This live channel leverages our 
communication platform strengths to introduce new 
company policies and services to our wider user base. 
We also count on users to give us feedback that will 
help us identify areas for improvement.

AfreecaTV (the “godfather of 
streaming”) is the global leader of the 
donation economy culture

In a case study published via Ivey Publishing in October 
2020, David G. Ross, a professor at the University of Florida’s 
Warrington College of Business, introduced AfreecaTV's 
business model as an example of outstanding innovation. 
Highlighting the ways our approach is distinct from traditional 
ad-centric streaming, Professor Ross remarks on the 
excellence of our donation-based business model, in which we 
monetize user sponsorships of BJs. Release of the AfreecaTV 
service was followed by rapid growth in the donation-based live 
streaming service industry, an industry and business model for 
which we are the global leader.

Internal venture system SEED

SEED, an internal venture-business initiative, creates 
synergies for individuals and the organization to 
grow together. Through this program, we introduce 
and implement creative ideas from members of the 
company, helping to boost the creative community 
within the organization and build a stronger foundation 
of new growth drivers for the future.
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13SPECIAL PAGES

Promoting mutual growth with  
micro-businesses

To help micro-businesses struggling financially due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, we supported the promotion and sales 
of products by outstanding micro-businesses that have been 
recognized for excellence by the Ministry of SMEs and Startups 
and the Small & Medium Business Distribution Center.

Campaign to stop the spread of 
COVID-19

To help alleviate social problems caused by COVID-19, 
the Korea Volunteer Center and the BJ Corps also 
produced hand-made mask straps. This raised 
awareness about the need to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19, and contributed to avoiding a second wave 
of the pandemic in time for the flu season.

Volunteering to prevent disease

Working together with the Korea Volunteer Center, 
AfreecaTV BJs participated in disease prevention and other 
volunteer activities—such as providing basic life necessities 
and COVID-19 prevention kits—to assist economically 
disadvantaged groups.

Contribution to job creation

The COVID-19 pandemic has given rise to an era of 
contactless interactions, in which the market for online 
media has expanded dramatically despite challenging 
circumstances across the world. As a media platform 
leader, AfreecaTV offers a variety of support mechanisms 
to our BJs so that more BJs can earn an adequate 
income. Our direct and indirect support contributes to jobs 
in the community.

Promotion of untact education 
broadcasts

As social distancing has made in-person classes at 
educational centers such as universities and private institutes 
impossible, the demand for untact (doing things without 
person-to-person interaction) classes on media platforms 
has skyrocketed.  In response, AfreecaTV has produced 
and shared videos about how to hold live broadcasts. 
These were provided to new BJs starting to broadcast on 
the platform during the pandemic, making it even easier for 
anyone to provide high-quality education and other group 
activities online. 

Number of indirectly employed BJs

2018 1,508

2019 1,823

2,1672020

*  Annual number of BJs earning at least the minimum wage  
 (Donation-based gift sales)
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16AfreecaTV 2020 ESG Report

General information (as of Dec. 31, 2020)

Business performance (as of Dec. 31, 2020)

*Rating agency: Nice D&B Co., Ltd.

KRW 196,566

Sales

KRW 50,414

Operating income

A+

Credit rating
Unit : million Unit : million

Sookiel Seo, Chan-Yong JungCEO AfreecaTV Co., Ltd.
Company 
name

Number of 
employees

Apr. 22, 1996
Date  
establishedMedia platform, etc.Main business

Number of 
shares issued

527 (excluding affiliated companies)

PanGyo 7 Venture Valley 1-2, 15, PanGyo-ro 228beon-gil,  
BunDang-Gu, SeongNam-Si, GyeongGi-Do, Korea

Headquarters 
location

A World Where Everyone is an Owner

AfreecaTV—where everything is content and everyone is the star of their content—has been working to build a free and fun culture within our platform, doing so with 
content that respects the freedom and diversity of individuals. Through the unique philosophy and ecosystem of the AfreecaTV platform, which is embodied by the 
respect, sharing and support for each other’s values, we have earned academic recognition as a donation-based business model leader. We will continue to elevate the 
platform and make it easier for participants to use, while also contributing to user satisfaction through a wider range of service and content value. 

11,494,767 shares
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17COMPANY OVERVIEW

Global offices

USA
Japan

Thailand
Thailand

Hong Kong

Vietnam

A World Where Everyone is an Owner

Domestic affiliated companies

Local subsidiaries in 

6 countries 

around the world: 

Japan, Thailand, Taiwan, USA, 
Hong Kong, Vietnam
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18AfreecaTV 2020 ESG Report

- Established as  
Wins Technology Co., Ltd.

1996

-  Launched additional international  
 services (Thailand, Taiwan, global)

-  Acquired GomXP Studio and renamed  
 it to FreecUp Studio

2015

- Listed company on  
KOSDAQ

2003

-  Saint International Co., Ltd.  
 acquired Nowcom

- Appointed Sookiel Seo as CEO

2011

- Launched international service (Hong Kong)
-  Launched the ASL AfreecaTV original Starcraft League

2016
- Changed company name to AfreecaTV Co., Ltd.

2013

-  Launched first international  
 service (in Japan)

2014

A World Where Everyone is an Owner

History of the company

2008
- Changed name  

to Nowcom Co., Ltd.
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19COMPANY OVERVIEW

-  Opened OpenStudio
- Set up the Global One-Build platform
-  Launched ATL, AWL, and APL, AfreecaTV  
 original game leagues

2017

-  Formed an eSports partnership with  
 Activision Blizzard

- Held FreeCon 2020
-  Opened the Afreeca Colosseum  
 eSports stadium

-  Launched ARC and AFL,  
 AfreecaTV original sports leagues

2020

-  Released AfreecaTV VR Player, an HMD content platform
- Selected as one of Forbes Asia’s 200 Best Under a Billion

2019
-  Converted to a co-CEO system under  
 Sookiel Seo and Chan-Yong Jung

-  Held the PUBG Korea League (PKL) season

2018
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20AfreecaTV 2020 ESG Report

AfreecaTV ceaselessly works to create “a world where everyone is an owner and where everything is content.”
We continue to evolve our service landscape to facilitate the production and consumption of content by our participants. By providing human and physical support to 
create media, we are lowering the barriers to entry so that more people can participate. At the same time, we are determined to also create a freer and more progressive 
work environment that lets our employees—who are growing together with AfreecaTV—enjoy healthy and happy lives.

A World Where Everyone is an Owner

AfreecaTV for everyone

TOGETHER
- SEED program (SEE Dream, Plant SEED)

An in-house idea suggestion scheme that rewards employees for  
business ideas, thereby allowing the company and employees to  
succeed together

Grow together

SHARE
- Grant stock options
- Special incentive program

Share in the results

ENJOY
- Sponsor internal company gaming leagues (including the CEO!)
- Sponsor internal clubs

Enjoy the work

SOCIAL
- Promote the 1% Charity Initiative* 
- Send birthday gifts to the parents of employees

Think about society

* This initiative helps employees 
engage voluntarily in social impact 

activities, such as donating to 
support children with disabilities and 
those living in difficult circumstances

Everyone, together

Average daily viewing time (unit: hours)

Enjoy

2019 2,790,950

2020 3,013,562

3,215,8262021. Q1

Number of active BJs (unit: persons)

Create

2019 16,106

2020 17,415

18,5592021. Q1

Cumulative broadcast time (unit: minutes)

Broadcast

2018 1,226,179,688

2019 1,228,615,757

1,309,366,0962020
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21COMPANY OVERVIEW

A platform that belongs to everyone

An Open Platform for Everyone

AfreecaTV, as a leading participant-oriented live streaming platform, features broadcasting jockeys 
(BJs) and users, who create content together through real-time communication. The concept is 
both creative and authentic, generating content that respects the individuality and freedom of our 
BJs. The emotional sense of empathy and communication that forms between BJs and users binds 
all participants together into strong communities. These communities foster a culture that supports 
our donation-based business model. 

AfreecaTV

Desktop computer screen Mobile app screen

Shares of traffic for each type of content in 2020

Gaming 58.1%Hobbies and other 11.8%

Sports 3.7%

Variety and talk shows 26.4%

PODTY is an audio platform connecting stories from around the world through the medium of 
voice. This service also leverages AfreecaTV’s unique donation-based approach. PODTY provides 
a pleasant service environment where anyone can become an AJ (Audio Jockey) and upload audio 
content or broadcast live.

PODTY

Easily create and broadcast audio content

Introduction to PODTY and its features

Book reading on 
sleepless nights, 
by Jun Won

Kwak Jeong-
eun's Private 
Life

Good Luck 
ASMR

Storytime by 
LearnUp

Memory-erasing 
Hospital

Heartwarming 
Spicy Seafood 
Ramen Set
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22AfreecaTV 2020 ESG Report

OpenStudio is an offline platform that allows us to share the value of AfreecaTV beyond the online 
environment. It is more than just a PC cafe. Rather, OpenStudio functions as an offline base at 
which AfreecaTV can provide broadcasting facilities and space for anyone to hold small eSports 
events or broadcast other content freely.

OpenStudio

AfreecaTV’s IPTV/cable TV channel bridges the gap between mass media and our one-person 
media platform. On Afreeca Colosseum, we broadcast content generated on the online platform—
such as eSports league games and original content—through a traditional cable TV channel. 

Afreeca Colosseum

An Open Platform for Everyone

Introduction to the Afreeca Colosseum channel and its featuresOpenStudio nationwide and its features

A vibrant space for users and 
BJs to communicate

A place to celebrate broadcast 
and participative content

Independent space for 
one-person broadcasting

AfreecaTV’s IPTV/cable channel
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23COMPANY OVERVIEW

Content for everyone

An Open Platform for Everyone

To realize our motto, "A world where everything is content", AfreecaTV is committed to delivering 
new and colorful content that is freely accessible to everyone. Games and eSports are the most 
representative genres we offer. The Afreeca Colosseum, which is equipped with the largest screen 
in Korea, enables users to enjoy an immersive experience when watching professional eSports 
matches. In addition to the official eSports league gameplay itself, our BJs also produce gaming 
programs that showcase eSports in other ways that are fun and interactive. Through our own 
Afreeca Freecs professional gaming team, we are working to develop talented eSports players. This 
contribution to the eSports ecosystem supports a healthy gaming culture and raises the public pro-
file of eSports in general.

eSports and gaming

Official eSports leagues Community-based content Afreeca Colosseum eSports stadium eSports professional team - LEAGUE OF LEGENDS TEAM

Starcraft BJ Final BattleMore
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An Open Platform for Everyone

Since AfreecaTV acquired our first studio from GomXP, we have developed core competencies in 
eSports event planning and operations by hosting our own eSports events over the years. Through 
our platform—the only one in the country to offer an in-house turnkey solution—we provide an en-
tire range of eSports services, including planning, production, and broadcasting. Further, we have 
been producing and broadcasting events for eSports leagues such as ASL, GSL, ALL, APL, and 
AHL. Thanks to these production capabilities, AfreecaTV is in a strong position to foster a robust 
community of gamers and bring eSports to a wider audience. We have played an integral role 
throughout the short history of eSports in Korea. Notably, we sent our own players to compete on 
the national team in the first-ever eSports demonstration games at the 2018 Asian Games. Not only 
that, but we are deploying our resources on multiple fronts to raise the stature and broaden the 
base of the eSports community and industry. For example, we recently opened the Afreeca Colos-
seum eSports stadium and hosted our own eSports event, Freecon.

History of eSports

AfreecaTV’s role in broadcasting a wide range of professional and amateur sports is helping form 
communities of sports fans and generating online content for a multitude of sports for all. Moreover, 
through broadcasts that share opinions on social phenomena and that convey knowledge via his-
torical and cultural content, content is being produced that does more than simply entertain.

Sports and culture/current affairs content

At AfreecaTV—where everything is content—numerous programs are being produced and con-
sumed all the time that cannot be easily categorized. From music and dance, to thoughts and hob-
bies, and even just eating food. These programs communicate through the joys of daily life. And, 
because this content is created interactively by participants, it delivers a new dimension of value to 
users.

Entertainment content

-  Acquired GomXP Studio  
 (currently FreecUp Studio)

-  Founded the Afreeca  
 Freecs professional  
 gaming team

-  Launched the pilot season  
 of the AfreecaTV PUBG  
 League (APL)

-  Signed an MOU with  
 Seongnam City to  
 cooperate on building  
 an eSports stadium

-  Launched ASL,  
 AfreecaTV’s  
 original Starcraft league

-  1 athlete and 1 coach  
 from Freecs team selected  
 to represent Korea at the  
 Asian Games eSports event

-  Sent the LoL Freecs to the  
 world championship

-  Formed an eSports  
 partnership with  
 Activision Blizzard

-  Opened the Afreeca  
 Colosseum eSports  
 stadium

-  Held FreeCon 2020

2016 2018 2020

2015 2017 2019
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25COMPANY OVERVIEW

An Open Platform for Everyone

Advertising for everyone

AfreecaTV is committed to advertising that allows a broad range of advertisers to meet their marketing goals. In line with AfreecaTV’s innovative business model, our 
advertising seeks to deliver unique experiences and value. Going beyond simple banner and video advertising, we also provide advertisers with efficient and diverse 
advertising options. BJs themselves can even generate additional revenue through marketing efforts. We endeavor to provide BJs themselves with opportunities to 
generate revenue and help users to enjoy the actual advertisements. Through these efforts, we provide a variety of forms of advertisement that appeal to all participants 
and promote mutual growth. This helps satisfy all participants in the advertising process. The AfreecaTV business model continues to evolve through our unique culture.

Content advertising on AfreecaTV is unique. This is because our 
live advertising content itself functions as entertainment that users 
can participate in, rather than just watching passively. This adver-
tising, created together by advertisers, BJs, and users, provides 
value in ways that traditional advertising does not. A typical ex-
ample of AfreecaTV’s content advertising is a game tournament 
produced at the request of a game company. We also have var-
ious options for non-game advertising that allow users to enjoy 
the advertisements and, at the same time, to establish rapport 
with advertisers' brands and products. Owing to its high level 
of consumer engagement, there has been growing advertiser 
interest in branded content advertising. Moreover, BJ-branded 
content, despite being a type of content-oriented non-game ad-
vertising, allows users to enjoy the advertisements and establish 
rapport with the BJs. We are experiencing growing advertiser 
interest in this advertising because our platform facilitates high 
levels of consumer engagement.

Content advertising

Users can see a variety of ad types on the AfreecaTV platform. 
In addition to the banner and keyword search ads found on 
other online platforms, AfreecaTV also embeds ads in videos 
shown to users and implements Ad Balloons, a participatory 
format optimized to our unique donation-based culture. Adver-
tisers can maximize their advertising efficiency by selecting and 
combining the advertising products that will help them reach 
their marketing goals.

Platform advertising

AAM is a new ad management solution we designed to 
help advertisers and advertising agencies run their ad 
campaigns efficiently. Advertisers can tailor campaigns to 
their budgets and objectives, while targeting users based 
on real-time data. AAM gives advertisers flexibility, letting 
them define their subject matter and modify campaign 
strategies. AfreecaTV is now more accessible than ever to 
advertisers of all sizes, both large and small.

AfreecaTV Ads Manager(AAM)

Banner advertising Video advertising

AfreecaTV Ads ManagerGame: High school FIFA online Non-game: Babbi Contest

Babbi ContestMore
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Building new growth drivers for the company through technological development

AfreecaTV is always working to prepare our platform for future growth by adapting it to the service and hardware environment. Our goal 
is to meet future demand for media content, which is predicted to evolve as the popularity of innovative AR and VR displays continues 
to rise. We optimize the viewing experience so participants can seamlessly engage with AfreecaTV services anywhere, anytime. 
To do so, we are scaling the platform to introduce new points of contact between users and BJs. At the same time, our R&D team 
continuously works to enhance the user experience. For example, we are collecting video, text, and other AfreecaTV data into database 
forms that can be leveraged with artificial intelligence to recommend content to users.

Sustainable business strategy

Many unpredictable changes have occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic as the domestic and international environment transforms. As we seek the capacity to adapt 
ever more rapidly to a contactless society, we are working to create and implement growth-oriented and sustainable business strategies in the post-COVID era.

-  Obtain and refine big data
-  Analyze users and content using big data, improve recommendation algorithms
-  Build services using a variety of artificial intelligence engines

Machine learning and artificial intelligence

-  Prepare for the future media landscape by building VR/AR platforms linked to  
 AfreecaTV

-  Build a VR eSports platform, doing so as a leader in eSports
-  Prepare to build a new community in the virtual world

Metaverse

-  Build a next-generation media distribution farm that provides stable  
 broadcasting of content

-  Build broadcasting and viewing platforms optimized to a wide range of  
 environments

Media technology development

-  Build mobile services that anyone can use
-  Explore personal broadcast diversification that maximizes the strengths of  
 mobile

Mobile-centered services

Strategic challenges for a sustainable business

The Future of Our GrowthClick the title to check   
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27COMPANY OVERVIEW

Core keywords and their current implementation

- Develop content and platforms geared toward display methods of the future

VR·AR

- Upgrade systems by analyzing advertising engagement data
- Upgrade personalized imaging algorithms and develop text-based machine learning

Machine learning and artificial intelligence

CONTENT CONNECTION TECHNOLOGY

Real-time predictive-response  
analysis using machine learning  

and artificial intelligence

Awards ceremony recognizing  
the integration of VR and  

AR technologies to promote  
social distancing

BJ AwardsMore
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Environmental & Social
Environmental issues, such as climate change and biodiversity, are emerging as critical topics around the 

world. There is a greater need than ever to address these issues through environmental management. In 

particular, following the announcement of the Korean government’s 2050 Carbon NET-Zero plan, attention 

is now focusing on what companies are doing in response.

AfreecaTV not only prioritizes climate change and the environment in decisions concerning our business 

activities, but we are also harnessing our media influence to raise awareness about the environment 

and encourage people to make changes in their daily lives. We are also conscious of the importance of 

social responsibility on a variety of society-wide issues, and will take the lead in action through our media 

platform to raise awareness with more people and help realize a better society for all.

Number of BJs attending

BJ Forums over the last three years

469

2018

227

2021

502

2019

-

2020

Number of forums held

* Not held in 2020 due to COVID-19

4

2018

1(online)

2021

4

2019

-

2020

* At PanGyo headquarters

Performance

Energy usage per capita
Compared to 2019

10.36% reduction
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31ESG ISSUES FOR SUSTAINABILITY

Environmental

Environmental management

Through proactive and systematic environmental management, AfreecaTV seeks to meet the expectations of its stakeholders and contribute to the nation and society. 
Recognizing the seriousness of climate change and other environmental problems, we are implementing a variety of initiatives and embedding improved practices across 
our business. Our goal is to transform ourselves into an environmentally conscious firm. At the same time, we want to become a social leader building an environmentally 
conscious culture, doing so through content that leverages our media influence. 

In-house activities for environmental management

Members of our company are taking responsibility for environmental issues and carrying out  
efforts to reduce energy and protect the environment. Based on a commitment to efficient energy  
management, we are implementing technologies that reduce the energy consumption of our com-
puters and servers, and are running various promotional campaigns to encourage employees to 
save energy at work. As a result, our electricity usage per in-house employee* decreased 10.36% 
year-on-year (from KRW 19,110 in 2019 to KRW 17,129 in 2020), representing a decline for three 
consecutive years.  We will continue minimizing our environmental impact by reducing energy use 
through system optimization, employee initiatives, and new technology development.

Energy conservation activities

We promote environmental and resource conservation through environmental publicity campaigns. 
We are reducing the use of disposables that impact the global environment and creating an  
in-house ethos that encourages the utilization of reusables and other substitutes. We prevent  
unnecessary energy usage by switching off lights and unplugging devices that are not in use. In  
addition, when replacing electrical and other office fixtures, we upgrade to eco-friendly prod-
ucts that make efficient use of resources and energy. Across our organization, we are fostering 
an internal culture where employees take the environment and other ESG considerations into  
account in decision-making.We will increase our efforts to engage with climate change, raise em-
ployee awareness, and form an eco-friendly company culture. 

Promotion of environmental initiatives

In-house programs

Energy reduction efforts

Minimize 
electricity 

use

Install LED 
lights

Use  
FSC-certified 

paper

Recommend 
stair use

Utilize  
reusables

* At PanGyo headquarters
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Environmental

Social distancing is the best way to prevent the spread of COVID-19, and remote meetings have 
become routine in our daily lives. This has led to an increase in online server demand. AfreecaTV 
has been working to switch to eco-friendly servers that maximize energy efficiency. We aim to effec-
tively reduce energy consumption by using low-power technologies in our Internet data centers (IDC), 
which ordinarily consume significant amounts of energy during encoding and decoding processes. 
Instead of the Intel (x86) CPUs used in the servers of most IT companies and hyperscale operators, 
we are preparing to transition to ARM CPU servers that consume less power and achieve better 
power-performance efficiency. We will continue our pilot testing efforts in the second half of 2021 as 
we increase our energy efficiency and reduce carbon emissions. 

Eco-friendly Server Development

We successfully supported the city of Seoul in holding the 3rd Eco-Friendly School Meal Co-Pro-
ducer Conference. More than 150 eco-friendly agricultural producers and 200 school meal nutri-
tionists discussed the need for eco-friendly school meals that contribute to protecting the planet. 
Participants eagerly expressed their willingness to participate in this campaign. AfreecaTV oversaw 
the planning, staging, and operation of the event, which helped form a consensus about the need 
for school meals that are good for the environment. We will continue working with local municipali-
ties and other companies as we lead the way in creating eco-friendly value for future generations.  

Eco-Friendly School Meals Campaign

Eco-Friendly School Meal Co-Producer Conference

AfreecaTV servers  
(current)

Electric consumption 
reduction plan (future)

Expected results

- Use Intel (x86) CPUs
-   High power consumption  
 during encoding and  
 decoding

- Use ARM 
-  Less power consumption
-  Superior power- 
 performance efficiency

High effi-
ciency

Environmental 
protection

High perfor-
mance

Low power
Low cost
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Environmental

We are identifying and responding efficiently to rapidly changing climate and environmental issues. 
Leveraging our media platform and the influence of our BJs, we work with platform participants to 
produce environmentally relevant content. In doing so, AfreecaTV is raising awareness of climate 
change, sharing about the importance of environmental protection, and contributing to sustainable 
management of the environment. Specifically, we are encouraging volunteerism and continuously 
developing new materials about the environment with our BJ Volunteer Corps. Some recent cam-
paigns include: 'Ground Mural Painting,' 'Hangang Keeper,' 'Let's Go Plogging,' 'DIY Mask Strap,' 
and 'Nankji Ecosysem Keeper.' Going forward, AfreecaTV will work to positively influence our par-
ticipants, as well as society in general.

Upgrading of environment-oriented content Promoting environmental content

Green Wave on Arbor Day

Tree planting on Arbor Day

Let's Go Plogging

Jogging while picking up trash

Ground Mural Painting

Painting a ground mural on Sea 
Day to discourage the throwing of 
cigarette butts into the sea

DIY Mask Strap

DIY Mask Strap event encouraging 
environmentally friendly behavior 
during COVID-19

Hangang Keeper

Han River Volunteer Cleanup on 
Earth Day

Nanji Ecosystem Keeper

Removal of invasive plant species 
at Nanji Eco-Wetland

Let's Go PloggingMore
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Social

Together with users and BJs of all ages, AfreecaTV has launched an initiative to create a clean, 
one-person media culture.

As such, AfreecaTV recognizes our responsibilities as a leading media platform provider. We reject 
illegal, false, violent, and sexually explicit content, and strive to become a leading platform in terms 
of creative and beneficial content. Moreover, to raise awareness that this initiative ensures content 
on our platform adheres to social norms, we have promoted our clean content initiative through 
various channels using our “card news” service and videos.

Clean Content Creation Initiative

Media responsibility and a healthy media environment

To create a healthy media environment, AfreecaTV enforces service operating standards and usage policies for all BJs, users, and other service participants. We 
constantly listen to our stakeholders to make reasonable operating policies that reflect their opinions. At the same time, we work to improve our organizations and 
processes—including user-information protection measures—to become a more socially responsible company. Moving forward, we are committed to ensuring that 
anyone can pleasantly enjoy our AfreecaTV services, even as we promote a culture of openness on our broadcast platform. 

Our enterprise-wide operating policy is underpinned by our legal and ethical responsibilities. This 
policy ensures we provide healthy media content that anyone can use.

Media content policy

Appeals process

Prohibited behavior and content

Sexual content

Content that is  
harmful to youth

Copyright  
infringement

Violation of other  
internal standards

Illegal activities

Defamation

Gambling

Violation of  
public morals

Sanctions and standards

Warning

Suspension

- Minor violations
- Violations BJs are unaware of

- Violations of the operating policy
- Violations with malicious intent
-  Extremely serious violations, such as actions meriting social censure or defaming the  
 reputation of the service

- Multiple chat bans by Clean ATI (operator)

- Unintended violations by BJs
- Violations by others

Notification of reasons for sanctions 
and about the appeals process

Receipt of the appeal and listening 
to the sanctioned party’s position

Review and follow up by the 
responsible department
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Social

The spread of smartphones and development of the video streaming industry has resulted in an in-
dustrial transformation. This has produced new jobs, including one-person media content creators. 
Specifically, one-person content creators—called BJs at AfreecaTV—have established themselves 
as a unique occupational group within the media industry, indirectly providing many new and related 
jobs. The AfreecaTV platform also serves as a home for professional gamers, and many go on to 
produce content after retiring. An entirely new cultural content category, mukbang (meaning, eating 
show), has even emerged. 

AfreecaTV defines BJs as “active BJs” if they have broadcast at least one day in each of the last 
three months and a minimum of five hours during a month. This serves as an important indicator 
for us in measuring platform activity. In addition, we define BJs with average monthly earnings that 
exceed the income of a minimum wage worker as “BJs generating stable income.” Our goal is to 
provide an environment where many content creators can earn an adequate income. As a result of 
our efforts, the number of BJs generating a stable income has been rising every year.

We operate a support center for partners who are new to the BJ role.

The center provides reward points and content management support to ordinary BJs with a cumu-
lative broadcast time of 500 hours or less, giving them access to broadcasting equipment, VOD 
services, and other support depending on their cumulative participant numbers and uploaded VOD 
counts.

AfreecaTV has also set up a one-on-one personal care hotline to help BJs adapt to the platform 
and enhance their capabilities as media content creators, so that they can reliably and freely broad-
cast their own content within the platform.

AfreecaTV will continue to work with our BJs to expand company programs that complement our 
role as the one-person media culture leader, ensuring that each BJ can freely express his or her  
individuality.

Indirect employment creation Support center to help new BJs adapt

Number of indirectly employed BJs

2018 1,508

2019 1,823

2,1672020

What is an  
indirectly  

employed BJ?

week 40 hours month 209 hours

A BJ generating income 
above the minimum wage 

Worker StandardsWorker Standards
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AfreecaTV operates the Content Support Center to help BJs who are struggling to produce  
content even though they have creative ideas. It operates to help BJs produce more and better 
content and grow their earnings. The Content Support Center assists eligible applicants with a  
variety of tailored solutions, including content production and promotional support on the AfreecaTV 
website. 

In 2020, the Center supported 398 requests. This was an increase of 64.4% over the 242 requests 
handled the year before.

We offer special benefits to Best BJs, who are selected based on their content and individuality. 
Any BJ meeting certain conditions, such as accumulated broadcast time, can apply for the 'best' 
status. BJs are chosen based on a quantitative evaluation, further eligibility review, an extra points 
system, and other factors. 

Best BJs are entitled to benefits such as four psychological counseling programs per year, access 
to a dedicated support bulletin board, and the provision of dedicated vehicles.

Content Support Center Additional support for Best BJs

Notify application  
submission period  

(1–14 days)

Conduct quantitative 
evaluation

Best BJ selection process

Application  
submission

1st review

Announce selection of 
Best BJs and provide 

training

Announcement & 
training

Conduct eligibility 
review

2nd review

Content Support Center eligibility criteria

Content desirability 50%Increase in users 10%

Staff interviews 40%

901

No. of applications

Content Support Center performance

2020

901

2020

398

No. of support cases provided
2020

398

2020
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Social

To help BJs maintain their emotional health, AfreecaTV works with a professional counselling center 
to offer our BJs with a program called Maum Todak (which translates to “a pat on the back for the 
mind”). However, we recognize that malicious comments by some users could negatively impact 
our BJs’ mental health. To support emotional health and stability within the BJ community, we give 
BJs access to individual counseling. This helps them deal with the challenges of their broadcasting 
work, as well as with general issues of stress and interpersonal relationships. Currently, these ser-
vices are available to BJs—as well as AfreecaTV employees—contributing to the mental well-being 
of all members of the organization. AfreecaTV offers this ongoing program so that our BJs can 
achieve personal growth alongside their work. It is our earnest desire that they continue to develop 
themselves in healthy ways in the future, so that they may spread a positive message to viewers as 
well.

The importance of life is paramount, and AfreecaTV strives to implement processes and programs 
that aim to foster a respectful culture across our platform. Law enforcement reports that excessive 
competition, over-exposure, and the “Corona blues” (depression and anxiety due the long-term 
effects of social distancing during the COVID-19 pandemic) are contributing to a rise in life-threat-
ening behaviors. In response, AfreecaTV has drawn up procedures for suicide prevention and user 
protection, set up a hotline to the National Police Agency, and is working with others to develop 
and promote content that encourages a life-affirming environment. We have been awarded the Min-
ister's Commendation by the Minister of Health and Welfare in recognition of these efforts. Going 
forward, AfreecaTV will continue to do its utmost to carry out our media responsibilities and rein-
force the value of human life.

Maum Todak, a psychological counselling program Creating a culture of respect for life

Suicide prevention and user protection process

Verify issues and  
determine content appropriateness

Pause or end broadcasts in the  
event of dangerous behavior

Immediate report to  
authorities about measures taken

Submit final incident report about  
content and timeline

Minister’s Commendation recognizing our effects to 
value human life

Maum Todak program

270
Linked to approx coun-

selling centers

per year 4 times

Available

Fully
funded by the company
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Social

User and partner satisfaction enhancement

To upgrade service quality, AfreecaTV offers structured job-specific training to all employees to improve their skills. Furthermore, we survey our users and partners about 
their customer service experiences and this internal monitoring forms the basis for service improvements. We also share customer service and monitoring feedback with 
our users. Through monthly online and offline user forums, we provide an opportunity to listen to the ideas and opinions of our user base, as well as to spread awareness 
about new services and policies. Open communication is a key means of building satisfaction within the community.

Training and other activities to enhance user and partner satisfaction Percentage of users saying they were “very satisfied” with customer service interactions

26%

H1 2019

25%

H2 2019

40%

H1 2020

42%

H2 2020

Staff training
- Train monitoring and customer service staff
- Train staff communicating with BJs

User  
satisfaction 

survey

- Measure user satisfaction with customer service
- Improve service quality related to operating policies and user inconveniences

Continuous 
monitoring

- Review monitoring and action logs
- Hold monthly user forums Communications channels for enhancing user satisfaction

Individual inquiries Customer service Reporting channel
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Social

Media market growth leads to greater content consumption and raises the levels of media interest 
and accessibility for people of all ages. As such, AfreecaTV is committed to creating a healthy ser-
vice environment that protects young people from potentially harmful environmental factors. In line 
with the Youth Protection Act and the Act on Promotion of Information and Communications Net-
work Utilization and Information Protection, Etc., we enforce policies at the company-wide level that 
block access by youth to harmful content. Also, our youth protection officers must complete youth 
protection training. 

The company operates a communication channel that users can access to request counselling if 
they have suffered from viewing harmful content, or if they wish to lodge grievances about such 
information. Furthermore, when users engage in unhealthy behavior, we may restrict their access 
to the platform, or even take civil and criminal action in accordance with our terms of service. We 
protect all users, including young people, by posting notices on the platform or by informing them 
via email of new types of harmful information that they should remain vigilant against. Finally, we are 
committed to protecting youth by raising user awareness through guidance, training, and other initi-
atives that promote a healthy online environment.

Youth protection

Set age limits for content with suggestive clothing to foster healthy emotional well-being among 
adolescent users1ST

Set age limits for exposure to tobacco and alcohol-related content, as well as to information 
related to bars, clubs, and other drinking establishments2ND

Set age limits on broadcasts of games of chance3RD

Strictly prohibit the use of excessive swearing and strongly provocative expressions4TH

Strictly prohibit violent behavior5TH

Prohibit use of improper usernames, such as those based on vulgarities6TH
For the benefit of our younger 

users, AfreecaTV will lead 
the development of a healthy 

internet culture for youth.

Youth protection campaign
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Social

AfreecaTV focuses on hiring talented individuals with superior capabilities and potential. Always  
selecting talent based on merit, we do not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, or nationality. We 
are upgrading our standards for fairness and transparency in the recruitment process, providing 
equal opportunities for more candidates.

HR recruitment process

AfreecaTV holds an open recruitment process once a year for full-time positions and makes special 
hiring offers as needed. In addition, we give applicants more freedom with their photographs and 
application forms, and do not require them to list the names of schools they attended or the grades 
they earned. In 2020, we introduced personality testing to further ensure a balanced workforce. 
Our recruitment system also screens candidates thoroughly using a transparent and balanced  
approach. Blind interviews during recruitment focus on job ability and growth potential, rather than 
just the basic elements (“specs”) of candidate resumes. We will continue to develop our workforce 
through a variety of hiring approaches each year. AfreecaTV is committed to attracting a great team 
for the company’s future growth. 

Diverse hiring methods

Employees

We attract and retain outstanding talent by promoting a healthy work culture and environment. The company works to ensure that all employees are fully empowered to 
use their abilities in our rapidly evolving business environment, and generously funds educational opportunities so that our members can achieve ongoing personal growth. 
Through fair assessments and compensation, we instill in our team a greater sense of belonging that supports a mindset to focus on work. We are building a corporate 
culture at AfreecaTV that enables employees to enjoy a healthy balance between work and home, thus fostering a desire to stay with the company over the long term.

Recruitment methods

Regular 
recruitment

Talent pool 
registration

Ongoing 
recruitment

* Applicants who pass the 1st stage interview are subject to a personality test prior to the 2nd stage interview

AfreecaTV recruitment process

Application

2nd stage interview

Document screening

Acceptance

1st stage interview
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Social

The number of new positions at AfreecaTV is growing every year, contributing to job creation. We 
employ excellent people to work at points of contact with BJs and users. These team members 
love and understand our live streaming service, and are recruited for roles in customer support, 
monitoring, platform operations development, web service development, video editing, and else-
where within the company. As a result, AfreecaTV’s workforce grew 21% year-on-year through 
the end of 2019, and jumped 12% in 2020. In addition, we signed an MOU in September 2020 
with Seoul National University of Science and Technology to enhance our online remote train-
ing content and train technical personnel in over-the-top (OTT) services to create jobs in the 
new media industry. We were consequently recognized for our contribution to job creation and  
innovative growth through our selection by the Ministry of SMEs and Startups and the Korea  
Venture Business Association as a 100 Billion Won Venture Company. Going forward, AfreecaTV 
will continue to pursue company growth and contribute to sustained job creation.

Efforts to create employment

Highlights of the MOU between AfreecaTV and Seoul National University of Science and Technology

-  Established a joint partnership for online training services for the ontact (meaning, online remote  
 communication) era.

- Cooperate and provide consulting to train professional OTT talent
- Cooperate in creating new jobs by providing training in core competencies of emerging media sectors
- Exchange information and expert human resources in the media field
- Establish and sustain an infrastructure that identifies future talent

100 Billion Won Venture Company recognition ceremony

We guarantee fair opportunities to all potential candidates during recruitment. This ensures that the 
company does not infringe on anyone’s human rights, either directly or indirectly, and that no one 
is subjected to a violation of their rights due to improper profit motivations. We prohibit discrimina-
tion based on sex, age, race, disability, religion, or region of origin. Our blind hiring practices do not 
require applicants to provide information about their academic level or grades. In particular, we are 
working on new recruitment processes to hire more women, high-school-level graduates, and peo-
ple with disabilities. In 2020, we recruited a total of 49 women and seven people with disabilities. 
We aim for a diverse workforce recruited through transparent and fair employment practices.

Fair hiring assurance

Women hired

2018 18

2019 42

492020

Persons with disabilities hired

2018 5

2019 5

72020

Fair recruitment results (unit: persons)
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AfreecaTV helps new employees settle into their jobs quickly and form a strong commitment to 
the organization. In this regard, we offer a variety of training programs. Starting with basic training 
to give new employees a general understanding of the company, we also give our members the  
opportunity to enhance their professional skills and improve basic work competency. Our onboard-
ing and mentoring programs also integrate recent hires into the organization. We provide support 
so that new employees can become talented workers who freely demonstrate their capabilities, and 
we do this based on an understanding of our business portfolio, future growth strategies, and sys-
tems that have been established through training programs.

New employee training

To support employees in improving themselves, AfreecaTV provides both general skills training with-
in the company and individual training programs through third-party providers. The General Empow-
erment Training Program is for employees of AfreecaTV and affiliated companies, and is conducted 
in the form of lectures and discussions. When signing up for training, we help employees choose 
what to learn based on recommended courses for their individual job position. However, they are 
free to apply for whatever training they want regardless of position and rank. We are also working 
on other programs to address employee needs in the areas of communication and personal devel-
opment, as well as by inviting guest speakers. The Individual External Training Support Program is 
available to all employees. When employees apply for this training, their applications are reviewed 
and approved within their team, and then funded by the company. We also offer the Reading and 
Communications Training Program. This provides quality training related to leadership, economics 
and personal investing, marketing, and other topics based on learning plans designed by a profes-
sional team of instructors. The company furnishes interested employees with study materials on a 
monthly basis.

Work capability enhancement training

Total training costs and support (unit: KRW 1,000)

2018 277,453

2019 404,555

327,1182020

Training program

Understanding 
the company 

and its services

Job-specialized 
training

Mentoring 
training

Basic work 
competencies

Onboarding 
program
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At AfreecaTV, goal setting and evaluations are geared toward building an organizational culture that 
motivates employees to develop their work capabilities in a balanced manner, as opposed to a sole 
focus on competition. We desire a culture that grows with the company so that all goals—from the 
company's top mission to individual employee targets—are aligned through a two-way KPI goal 
setting process. We expect this to support our future development as we discover intuitively our 
strengths and weaknesses, and things that work well and things that don't work well.

Fair assessments and compensation

 Leaders receive 360° assessments in which periodic feedback is compiled from supervisors,  
colleagues, and team members about general and other leadership competencies. This assess-
ment covers 10 areas: organizational competency development, motivation, learning and research, 
human relationships, operations and management, ethics and fairness, problem solving and inno-
vation, communication, decision making, and posture (attitude). The purpose of the multifaceted 
360° assessment is to take leaders' general competencies to the next level by acknowledging 
their strengths and providing them with training related to the areas of relative weakness identified. 
Through the process of self-reflection and honest feedback, leaders find ways to transform their skill 
set.

360° leadership assessment

Goal setting (KPI)

We set strategic goals at the organizational level so that the company can fulfill its ultimate mission. 
We then set detailed KPIs and action plans for leaders and team members at the departmental  
level so that the strategic goals can be met. We also have our team members set their own individ-
ual goals for their work, thus encouraging a KPI-setting approach for personal growth and develop-
ment, as well as for the company. Through two-way goal setting, we align our goals and challenge 
ourselves by setting progressive KPIs. We also foster a goal-setting culture of focus that links  
constant feedback to rewards.

Personnel assessments

We evaluate the performance and efforts of each employee based on the KPIs they set, ensuring 
an approach that promotes fairness. In addition, adherence to objective assessments in this way 
eliminates irrational or external biases. Results are then linked to promotions and compensation, 
which provides real motivation by encouraging forward-looking feedback and allowing employees 
to find enjoyment in their work and to set the direction for their own future development.

Goal setting and assessment

AfreecaTV’s Core Mission & Vision & Goal

Align strategic 
direction

achieve 
goals

Set ambitious 
KPIs

Mission & Vision

Individual targets

In addition to strategic goals, mis-
sions and targets for professional de-
velopment and organizational growth

Strategic goals, by organization

Missions and targets for each organ-
izational unit in order to achieve the 

company's top-level goals

Goal
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Social

In 2020, AfreecaTV was certified a Family-Friendly Enterprise by the Ministry of Gender Equality and 
Family. To encourage childbirth, the company pays congratulatory bonuses on the births of children 
to employees based on a sliding scale: 1st child: KRW 300,000, 2nd child: KRW 2 million, 3rd child:  
KRW 3 million. Our company culture permits new parents to freely use their parental leave and  
return to work later. Special paid time-off is granted to male employees so they can spend time with 
their families. In addition, to convey our gratitude to our employees, we send birthday gifts every 
year to our employees’ parents as well. We are committed to providing a good work environment 
that allows employees to maintain a pleasant lifestyle at home and at work.

Work and home balance

AfreecaTV’s employee benefits program is designed to maximize employee satisfaction by providing 
better working conditions that are conducive to healthy and stable lives. We will continue to provide 
a range of benefits that promote work-life balance because we believe employees that trust the 
company will be more committed to their work.

Employee benefits

Family-friendly certification

Refreshment leave In-house loan system
Health check-up  

support
Psychological  

counselling program

In-house cafeteria Benefits points system
Healthcare costs  

support
Recreational facilities 

support

Monetary gifts for  
anniversaries

Personal development 
support

Public holiday points 
system

Monetary gifts for  
special life events

Commuting   
support

Provision of shared  
day-care

Support for club  
activities

Internal benefits Monetary support Health/home support Other
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Social

We respect the diversity of our employees in every way, starting with the selection process. We 
believe this creates a culture that recognizes ability and performance without discrimination. Specif-
ically, AfreecaTV is creating new positions for people with disabilities in the document delivery and 
purchasing process, and hires for these positions on an ongoing basis. We also conduct special 
recruitment of persons with only a high school education, doing so by requesting official materials 
and recommendations from municipal offices of education. In addition, we provide opportunities for 
employees to fully demonstrate their abilities and we treat them fairly on merit without discrimina-
tion. This includes a commitment to convert contract positions to full-time jobs. We are also raising 
the number of female managers by actively promoting women into supervisory positions. Our work-
force is composed of members with diverse backgrounds and values, with a culture that respects 
differences and contributes to creative results and innovative growth. AfreecaTV will continue build-
ing a healthy corporate culture that respects employee diversity. 

Respect for diversity

The company provides a retirement pension so that employees can prepare for old age and enjoy 
financial security after retirement. AfreecaTV operates its pension on a defined-contribution basis. 
Under this approach, third-party financial firms manage the retirement fund to which the company 
contributes. Upon retirement, employees can choose to receive either a lump-sum payment or an 
ongoing annuity. With a defined-contribution pension, the company does not guarantee in advance 
a certain level of retirement benefits. Instead, the company deposits its contribution to the employ-
ee’s retirement savings each year in a retirement account that the employee manages directly. Thus, 
the employee has control over his or her own retirement funds and the actual benefits he or she 
receives at retirement will vary depending on the performance of the assets in the account.

Retirement pension

1,922

2018

2,322

2019

2,898

2020

Annual retirement benefit contributions (unit: KRW 1 million)

Female managers (unit: people)

Female managers All managers

2018 11 56

2019 13 62

2020 15 64

20%

2018

21%

2019

23%

2020

* Female managers: Employees at the team leader level and above
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Social

To respond to the rapidly changing market and business conditions, we foster an environment in 
which all AfreecaTV employees can work freely and proactively. We identify the strengths and weak-
nesses of individuals as they reach their goals, monitor the organization continuously for members 
to serve as role models, as well as cases needing improvement, and develop coaching processes 
to help employees grow. We also introduced a 35-hour work week to support work-life balance and 
the self-development of our members. We are striving to achieve a work culture where each person 
takes full responsibility for his or her performance. In addition, any employee can qualify as a team 
leader by demonstrating their ability to lead in the organization. The company’s culture of mutual 
respect embraces merit-based advancement.

A fully engaged organizational culture

eTown halls are a unique method of communication within AfreecaTV. These quarterly meetings 
promote stronger communication and innovation within the company culture. The CEO personally 
shares about the company's strategy, vision, and recent developments with all employees, commu-
nicating directly and freely through an online live broadcast via the AfreecaTV platform. In 2020, we 
discussed and gathered opinions on management strategy and the operational direction of Afree-
caTV, including our response to COVID-19. We will continue to leverage this medium to strengthen 
and develop the unique AfreecaTV culture, giving our diverse workforce the opportunity to commu-
nicate their opinions and ideas.

eTown halls

Employee attending a mobile eTown hall meetingeTown hall meeting screen

64%

2018

66%

2019

73%

2020

Highest simultaneous viewership

Our CEO speaking in a mobile eTown hall meeting
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Social

Social contribution

AfreecaTV works diligently to carry out social contribution activities in ways that leverage our media influence. These efforts include the individual efforts of our members, 
as well as the company’s work designing and producing more impactful content regarding social contribution. Further, we collaborate directly and indirectly with BJs 
who also want to engage in social contribution or contribute to community revitalization. Communities and organizations can even partner with us as they contribute to 
society as a whole. The following are some types of content we support to meet current needs: citizen-engaged social contribution content that leverages the media 
sector, content that seeks to revitalize local economic conditions, content related to overcoming the challenges of COVID-19, and initiatives that promote a culture of 
giving and raise awareness of safety. As a company, we will strive to meet our social responsibilities through social contribution activities that are accessible to ever 
more people, such as real-time broadcasts and comments with a positive social message.

Social contribution through content

In August 2020, we signed an MOU with the Korea Volunteer Center to launch the AfreecaTV BJ 
Corps to make a social impact and revitalize volunteer activity content.  Through an agreement with 
the Korea Volunteer Center, we are participating in one volunteer activity per month, including Walk-
ing Keeper, Dementia Keeper, and Kimchi Workshop, and carrying out social contribution activities 
that AfreecaTV users of all ages can participate in by producing related content. Also, through 
cooperation with the Seoul Volunteer Center, we broadcasted content called 'COVID-19 Wise Vol-
unteering,' which is about the production and delivery of COVID-19 hygiene kits to disadvantaged 
children, and helped raise awareness in the community. Aside from this, we also worked with the 
Miral Welfare Foundation to produce 'Lighting Children,' which is content about making lanterns for 
children in Africa, and 'Loving Food Truck' at Daecheon Aeyuk School . In order to raise positive 
awareness of social contribution activities and encourage more people to engage in volunteer work, 
we will continue our efforts to promote a culture of volunteering through our creative contents.

Socially impactful content

COVID-19 Service Life

Making and delivering masks, soap, disin-
fectant wipes, and hand sanitizer kits

Walking Keeper

Activities to help blind people to 
walk safely

Loving “Let’s Go!” Food Truck

Operating the Loving Food Truck and 
a portrait experience zone for children

Dementia Keeper! Memory Box

Making and delivering demen-
tia-prevention kids

Solar Lantern DIY

Making and delivering solar lanterns 
for African children

Kimchi Workshop

Kimchi-making for disadvantaged 
residents

Walking KeeperMore
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Cultural awareness and learning content

Program Date Content

Learn About Hangeul 2020.10 Appreciating Hangeul through the latest vocabulary,  
a word quiz, and other content

Trace the Footsteps of our  
Independence Fighters

2020.08 Special program at the Independence Hall of Korea in 
which players competed in challenges linked to the lives of 
Korean independence fighters

The Beobpago Legal Counseling 
Center

2020.07 Special Constitution Day program about legal issues

Memorial Day Special: 3 People,  
3 Colors

2020.06 Learn about the history and significance of Memorial Day

History Quiz: Conquer Knowledge of 
the Korean War (6.25)

2020.06 A multicultural lineup of guests participated in history  
quizzes related to the Korean War

Global Issues Talk Show: Manguk 
Suda

2020.05 A multicultural lineup of guests learned about the COVID-19  
situation and ways of dealing with it

Winds of Peace in May 2020.05 May 18 Democracy Movement Special, with a visit to the 
'5.18 Freedom Park' and an exhibit

March 1 Special: Let's Make  
a Korean Flag

2020.03 Making a neon-sign Korean flag to remember the signifi-
cance of the March 1 Movement

National Liberation Day (Aug. 15): 
Korean History with our Neighbors

2019.08 Visiting the Ahn Junggeun Memorial Museum and learning 
about National Liberation Day with foreign BJs

Gwangju in May: Embracing Peace 2019.05 Studying the history of the May 18 Democracy Movement, 
with a visit to an exhibit

Ahn Junggeun Peace Marathon 2019.04 Participation by our BJs in the Ahn Junggeun Peace Mar-
athon to commemorate the 100th anniversary of establish-
ing the Provisional Government of the Republic of Korea

Trace the Footsteps of the March 1st 
Movement

2019.03 Competition by participants in challenges linked to the March 
1st Movement as a means of learning more about the events

Our official learning channel, AF Learning, shares knowledge by producing educational content  
related to historically significant days, such as Hangeul Proclamation Day, the anniversary of the 
start of the Korean War on June 25, National Liberation Day on August 15, and Constitution Day. 
We work with local authorities to create souvenirs, provide field trips, and hold talk shows, discus-
sions, lectures, and other forms of learning about these special days. In addition, popular BJs and 
BJs who create content on niche topics, such as local history and culture, as have attracted interest 
and involvement from many users. Going forward, we will continue working with related agencies 
and institutions to increase knowledge and awareness of history. We will also work to increase citi-
zens’ level of knowledge and awareness by creating widely accessible content in a variety of fields, 
including law.

Content that raises cultural awareness

Social

Hangeul Proclamation Day Special: Learn About Hangeul National Liberation Day (Aug. 15) Special:  
Korean History with our Neighbors

Hangeul Proclamation Day SpecialMore
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Social

Hello, Spring campaign

Water parsley (Cheongdo,  
Gyeongsangbuk-do) / 

Squid (Donghae, Gangweon-do)

Day 4

Crab (Taean, Chungcheongnam-do) 
/ Abalone (Wando, Jeollanam-do) / 
Clams (Goheung, Jeollanam-do)

Day 3

Abalone (Wando, Jeollanam-do) / 
Potatoes (Gangneung,  

Gangweon-do)

Day 2

Water parsley (Cheongdo,  
Gyeongsangbuk-do) / 

Crab (Taean, Chungcheongnam-do)

Day 1

AfreecaTV has been promoting a variety of support activities aimed at revitalizing local economies 
that have suffered due to COVID-19. To increase interest in and demand for local culinary spe-
cialties, we held the Hello, Spring campaign in partnership with the Korea Volunteer Center. This 
effort included three events, with mukbang and cooking shows using local foods. In addition, Afree-
caTV works to help local micro-businesses struggling under the impact of COVID-19. This effort 
includes sharing information about websites selling local specialty foods (including Saiso and Gang-
won Mart) through posts within our platform’s 'HobbyTV' station.

Helping to overcome COVID-19 through local economy revitalization campaigns

AfreecaTV has designated the 11th of every month as Mukang Day. We are helping BJs produce 
mukbang and cooking shows that use a variety of agricultural products by providing them with 
these ingredients to use in their shows. These initiatives help revitalize economies in rural areas by 
increasing demand for local agricultural products. As one example, we learned about the problem 
of declining milk consumption due to the low birth rate and the closing of schools. In July 2020, we 
planned a special mukbang day focused on milk to help dairy farms. Throughout the month of No-
vember—Month of Agricultural and Livestock Products—we also conducted events on the theme 
of an Agricultural Product Festival and produced and promoted related programs to help stimulate 
product demand.

Support for content promoting agricultural products

Agricultural Products Festival

Agricultural produce

Weeks 3–4

Livestock

Weeks 1–2
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Social

In partnership with local communities, AfreecaTV selects BJs based on certain criteria and supports 
their content introducing local festivals. The BJ Expedition brings local festivals and various attrac-
tions to life through live broadcasts, allowing viewers to experience these locations remotely. We are 
helping to revitalize local economies across the nation by stimulating interest in the unique aspects 
of local areas and encouraging direct participation in their special events.

Support for local economic revitalization and shared growth

Jeolla-do Beolgyo Cockle Festival

Korea Trails Donation March

Support for regional content

Seoul
- Ocean Festival in the City
- Coex Foodweek
- Seoulland Festival of Light: Lunar Park
- Seoulland BJ Exploration Group

Gyeonggi-do 
- Hanhwa Aqua Planet Gwanggyo
- Hwaseong Boating Festival
- FRIP Tomato Farm Trip
-  Ooozooo (meaning of the Korean  
 name for this event: “starlight  
 garden space”)

-  Games that We Remember, Korean  
 Folk Village

- Ilsan One Mount Snowpark
- 2021 Camping & Picnic Fair
-  Paju Trout/Mountain Trout Ice Fishing
-  Yangpyeong Sumi Village  
 Strawberry Picnic

Gwangju
- Chungjang Festival of Memories

Gyeongsang-do
- Gimhae Lotte Water Park
- Cheongdo Provence
- Mungyeong Chasabal Festival
- E-World

Gangwon-do
-  Hwacheon Mountain Trout  
 Festival

- Korea Trails Donation March
-  Ocean World & Vivaldi Park BJ  
 Expedition

-  Wonju Central Local Traditional  
 Market 

Chungcheong-do
-  Chungju World Martial Arts  
 Festival

- Boryeong Mud Festival
- Kim Jongdo's Survival Classroom
-  Daejeon It-Shu Composition  
 Cultural Festival

Daegu
- Daegu Heritage Night
- Daegu Food Tourism Fair

Jeolla-do
-  Beolgyo Cockle & Literature  
 Festival

- Muju Firefly Light Festival
-  Jeongnamjin Jangheung Water  
 Festival

-  Jindo Mysterious Seaway Festival
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Social

Coming to a Complete 
StopEP1,2

Life FirstEP3
Pedestrians are Our  
Family and Our NeighborsEP4

School ZonesEP5

BJ Love Sharing Concert House of Life sharing activitiesPilot production of the Traffic Safety Public Service Broadcast

Traffic safety campaign

[Busan Metropolitan Police Agency 
and AfreecaTV]

In June 2020, AfreecaTV collaborated with relevant government institutions such as the Busan Metro-
politan Police Agency, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, and the Korea Transportation 
Safety Authority, to conduct a public service campaign using content from one-person media pro-
ducers. The campaign was conducted in a relay format with popular BJs and famous comedians and 
spread the word about the importance of traffic safety awareness, including traffic safety in protected 
areas, prevention of drinking and driving, etc. As a result of these efforts, we were awarded a plaque 
of gratitude and a letter of appreciation from the Busan Metropolitan Police Agency. In the future, we 
will continue to work with local communities and public agencies to promote wider access to public 
service campaigns leveraging one-person content, thus maximizing social value.

Safety Sharing campaign

To share our hearts and minds, we are developing a range of social contribution activities through 
the donation of talents and time by AfreecaTV employees and BJs. In 2019, BJs contributed to 
the BJ Love Sharing Concert that was held for students from the Daecheon Aeyuk School in 
Chungcheongnam-do. The event was filled with various activities that people could easily partic-
ipate in, such as pouch decorations and snack making. There was also a performance stage for 
BJs to showcase their talents and a gift giving ceremony. The event culminated in a gift-giving 
ceremony. To convey the kindness of our new employees in 2020, we delivered hand-made flower 
pouches to The House of Life, a shelter for single mothers in the city of Yongin. This helped alleviate 
feelings of depression in employees and members of the community resulting from the COVID-19 
pandemic.

Sharing Our Hearts volunteer activities
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AfreecaTV and our employees participate in various charity events, including the 1% Charity Initia-
tive and content revenue sharing. Employees can voluntarily donate 1% of their monthly salary or 
a certain amount each month, and the company will make a matching contribution. Donations are 
used to support children who are hungry, disabled, or who have been abused. We also participate 
in activities with PNAN for international refugees, with Good Neighbors for marginalized global com-
munities, and with various domestic communities to improve quality-of-life. In 2020, we donated 
KRW 29 million through the 1% Charity Initiative and KRW 101 million through other charitable ac-
tivities. We will continue to build a caring community with those around us, promoting sharing and 
giving for the socially disadvantaged, both nationally and internationally.

Sharing and donating activities

As a leading one-person media platform provider, we conduct programs in high schools across 
the country. We have leveraged the talents of our employees to provide students interested in 
broadcasting-related occupations with career talks, lectures, and experiential training to explore 
the industry. In December 2019, we conducted travelling user forums with Fomex, a company fo-
cused on building equipment specialized for the one-person media sector, to strengthen our offline 
communications with youth. We also donated KRW 2 million for talent scholarships. Through these 
efforts, we were recognized as a leader in talent cultivation by the Seoul Metropolitan Office of Ed-
ucation and the Gyeonggi-do superintendent of education. We will continue to spread the word 
about the BJ profession as a means of fostering the one-person media industry and creating posi-
tive value for local communities. 

Talent-sharing cooperation between business and academia

Travelling user forums
1% Charity organizations

An organization that cares about our poor and marginalized neighbors,  
working to prevent child abuse at home and abroad

An NGO that helps refugees overcome adversity by providing them with shelter

An organization that conducts local projects for the protection and self-reliance of 
marginalized groups, such as children in poverty, the single elderly, and the disabled

An organization that provides adoption and other welfare services to marginalized members 
of the community, including the disabled, low-income earners, and multicultural families

Social

1% Charity and other donation activities (unit: KRW 1,000)

 1% carity    other donation

2018 131,133

2019 89,982

131,7482020

24,975 106,158

26,460 63,522

29,985 101,763
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Governance & Ethics
Performance

R&D investment for  
sustainable growth
(2018~2020)

average annual growth 21%

through implementation 
of encryption within the 
remote working  
environment

Enhanced security

AfreecaTV understands that the standards of corporate transparency and social responsibility are rising, and 

we are working in many ways to satisfy these expectations for sustainable business. Through our organizations 

and processes, we ensure the professionalism and independence of our board of directors and minimize 

conflicts with our stakeholders. We are also working to protect the personal information of our users by 

strengthening information security – doing so through self-regulation and the acquisition of relevant certificates.

We are committed to information protection, as demonstrated by the attainment of various certifications and 

our implementation of self-regulating approaches, with a view to protecting the privacy of our users. We are 

also working to identify and preemptively manage and respond to risks in a rapidly changing environment so 

that we can grow our business on a sustainable basis. 
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Governance

As of March 2021, the Board was made up of two internal directors and one outside director. To 
promote Board independence, one statutory auditor was added by resolution at a general meeting 
of shareholders. The Board oversees and resolves key business issues and represents stakeholders 
for long-term growth.

The current board of directors

The CEO serves also as chair to facilitate effective and strategic decisions. All directors are provided 
equal speaking opportunities to ensure objectivity. In addition, the Board draws input from a variety 
of stakeholders through internal and external communication channels. This reflects the unique 
character of AfreecaTV and allows us to efficiently identify key issues relating to the company and 
reach decisions that are balanced and aligned with stakeholder interests.

Decision-making by the board

Type Name Job title Key experience Appointment 
status

First appointment date

Internal 
director

Sookiel 
Seo

Overall 
company 
oversight

• Aerospace Studies, Seoul National 
University

• MBA, University of Pennsylvania
• Actozsoft Co., Ltd., CEO
• WeMade Co., Ltd., CEO

Reappointment Dec. 15, 2011

Chan-
Yong Jung

Overall 
company 
oversight

• Management, Myungji University
• Graduate School of Information & 

Media Management, KAIST
•KT Tech Co., Ltd.
• WeMade Co., Ltd.

Reappointment Dec. 15, 2011

Outside 
director

Jae-Min 
Jeong

Management 
consulting

• Professor, University of West Florida
•Professor, Seoul Women’s University
• Chair of the Graduate School of Infor-

mation & Media Management, KAIST
• Chair of the Moon Soul Graduate 

School of Future Strategy, KAIST

New  
appointment

Mar. 30, 2021

Board of directors

The board of directors of AfreecaTV is our top decision-making body. The members of the Board are experts in their fields and share a strong sense of responsibility to 
protect the interests of shareholders and other stakeholders of the company. Each member of the Board has a role in achieving long-term growth and value creation, 
doing so based on professionalism and a philosophy of accountability. 
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Fields of expertise

Governance

Outside directors of AfreecaTV are nominated by the Board based on their key work experience, 
expertise, and other factors, and then appointed to their positions at a general meeting of share-
holders. Outside directors maintain their independence in accordance with the criteria for independ-
ence stipulated under Article 382 of the Commercial Act. In addition, one statutory auditor appoint-
ed by resolution of a general meeting of shareholders functions to restrain and balance the board of 
directors.

Board independence

With fast evolving technology and a rapidly changing business environment, directors making ongo-
ing strategic decisions must possess requisite expertise. AfreecaTV comprehensively considers the 
specialized knowledge and practical experience of candidates in the process of selecting external 
directors. This ensures that our outside directors make unique contributions to company growth. In 
addition, when a director joins the Board, they are provided with training as needed about informa-
tion reported to the Board and the key management conditions. To facilitate this process, AfreecaTV 
has formed a task force to support external directors in the execution of their professional duties.

Professionalism of the board of directors

Directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of another company for which directors,  
executive directors and employees of the relevant company serve as directors and executive directors7

Major disqualifications for outside directors

Directors, executive directors and employees who are engaged in the regular business of the relevant company, or directors, auditors, 
executive directors and employees who have engaged in the regular business of the relevant company within the latest two years1
The principal, his/her spouse, lineal ascendants, and lineal descendants, in cases where  
the largest shareholder is a natural person2
Directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of the corporation, in cases where  
the largest shareholder is a corporation3

The spouses, lineal ascendants, and lineal descendants of directors, auditors and executive directors4
The directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of a parent company or a subsidiary 
company of the relevant company5
Directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of a corporation which has a significant  
interest in the relevant company, such as business relations with the company6

Press/
media

Practical 
experience

Information 
media

Entertainment

Platforms
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Governance

One member of management (internal director) owns the following shares in the company.

Shareholdings by members of the board of directors

Shareholdings

Category Name Shares held

Internal director Chan-Yong Jung 43,755

*   Since Mar. 31, 2021, the number of shares held with voting rights has changed as described above due to exercises of stock  
 options and after-hours trading.

AfreecaTV considers board meeting attendance, expertise-based consulting, and other contribu-
tions to operational efficiency and accountability when determining compensation. Compensation 
limits for directors and auditors are determined by resolution of a general meeting of shareholders, 
with the exact compensation being set fairly and objectively under that limit by the board of direc-
tors itself based on management performance, position, and duties. 

Compensation of the board of directors

(unit: KRW 1 million)

Category No. of persons Total compensation Average compensation 
per person

Registered directors 2 395 197

Outside director 1 11 17

Auditor 1 13 13

*  Average compensation as of Mar. 31, 2021 is the amount paid in the first quarter and includes payments to directors and  
 auditors who retired during the period.

The board of directors makes key corporate decisions and overseas the execution of duties by  
directors and management, doing so in accordance with relevant legal statutes and internal company  
regulations. Board meetings are held on a regular basis in accordance with the annual manage-
ment plan, and special meetings of the board are held as needed. In 2020, four board meetings 
were held to discuss 2 reports and 11 agenda items. Attendance at board meetings in 2020 was 
100%. All directors are expected to attend every meeting, except in the event of unavoidable  
circumstances.

Activities of the board of directors

Board performance

Number of board meetings held (unit: times)

2018 5

2019 5

42020

Board meeting attendance (unit: %)

2018 100

2019 100

1002020
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Stock information

Governance

Shareholders and stock administration

AfreecaTV strives to link company growth to higher corporate value. We are committed to maximizing shareholder value and promoting transparency and predictability 
through open communication with stakeholders.

Shareholder composition (as of Q1 2021)

OTHER 56.7%

JP MORGAN  
SECURITIES PLC 7.3%

TREASURY SHARES 5.4%

2019 2020 2021 1Q

Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum

AfreecaTV(KRW) 82,700 37,100 68,500 40,200 85,400 60,000

KOSPI(p.) 2,248.63 1,909.71 2,873.47 1,457.64 3,208.99 2,944.45

KOSDAQ(p.) 767.85 551.50 968.42 428.35 999.30 890.07

 KOSPI    KOSDAQ    AfreecaTV

2018/01/02

0%

100%

200%

300%

2019/01/03 2020/01/02 2020/12/28

SWEDBANK ROBUR 
GLOBALFOND 5.3%

SAINT INTERNATIONAL 
CO., LTD. 25.3%
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Leveraging our strengths in communication and the media, we announce our performance on a 
quarterly basis through ALCON (AfreecaTV Live Conference). We also disclose key information in 
Korean and English to promote transparency with local and foreign stakeholders.

In addition, our investor relations efforts are centered on participating in national and international 
conferences and holding NDRs. These activities create opportunities to stay in contact with inves-
tors and help them achieve a more accurate understanding of AfreecaTV’s business.

Thanks to our IR efforts, we received an award for Excellent IR from the Korea Investor Relations 
Service both in 2019 and again in 2020. Furthermore, we were also recognized in 2019 in the 
Forbes Asia's Best Under A Billion list of companies.

IR activities

AfreecaTV has seen a steady increase in year-on-year operating performance. Therefore, we have 
returned some of our income to shareholders through dividends. We intend to continue sharehold-
er-friendly policies, including dividends, taking into account current earnings growth and cash flow 
for future investments.

Policy of returning profits to shareholders

Governance

 Total dividends (KRW 1 million)    Cash dividend payout ratio (consolidated)

2018

5,083

2019

6,012

2020

23.6%

17.5%

19.3%

7,088
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For employees to avoid conflicts of interest and for the company to fulfill our responsibilities to 
society and our customers, AfreecaTV has instituted a corporate code of conduct. AfreecaTV was 
established based on the principles of morality, freedom, fairness, respect, and trust. Anyone with 
a direct or indirect business relationship with AfreecaTV must comply with these principles. In this 
respect, we are working to create a trustworthy and transparent company. In particular, our code 
of conduct communicates our value priorities to our employees, shareholders, and customers, and 
serves as a guide for acting with integrity.

Code of conduct

To promote fairness and ethics within the company, AfreecaTV conducts ethical management 
training for our employees. Specifically, all employees and executives pledge annually to follow 
ethical business practices and comply with anti-corruption laws, stating that they have understood 
and will comply with the code of conduct. Moreover, we raise awareness of ethical compliance by 
requiring that new employees complete ethics training. To prevent unethical behavior, the company 
imposes sanctions in accordance with internal regulations when key issues concerning the code 
of conduct are violated. Violations are then referred to in compliance training materials to prevent 
their recurrence.

Ethical management training

Ethical management

In line with increasing demand for corporate ethics compliance and social responsibility in business activities, AfreecaTV is committed to establishing a fair and 
transparent management culture that earns the trust of its customers. We also conduct training to promote awareness of ethics among our employees and executives, 
and have developed detailed standards and guidelines for conduct in work situations involving ethical conflicts. Our ethical management framework guides us in 
conducting business.

Based on the principles of morality, freedom, fairness, respect, and trust

• Obligations to the company and investors
• Obligations to customers and partners, as well as other stakeholders, and even to competitors on a limited basis
• Obligations to colleagues
• Obligations that the individual, the company, and other parties have to comply with the laws, rules,  

and regulations of the foreign countries in which the company and staff do business

AfreecaTV’s code of conduct
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Ethics

We operate a whistleblower reporting system through various channels, including an internal bulle-
tin board, by phone, and by email to proactively address unethical employee conduct. We work to 
eradicate improper behavior through discussion and by reporting unfair or unjustified conduct by 
our employees and associated companies. In addition, this anonymous reporting system protects 
the reporter from retaliation, with the identity of the reporter and the reported content being protect-
ed. Immediate follow-up measures are taken by the human resources committee.

Whistleblower system

AfreecaTV’s grievance-reporting channel addresses potential human rights issues, such as sexual 
harassment in the workplace, work obstruction by abuse of positional power, and group bullying. 
Reporters can submit their grievances by email to the HR hotline. Reports are then reviewed by 
the relevant department, which either develops and implements improvements or seek solutions 
through the human resources committee. Further, relevant information about this reporting option is 
posted in employee lounges and bathrooms. A grievance box was set up to raise awareness and 
promote an ethics-minded outlook, while also facilitating anonymous reporting of grievances.

Channel for ethical grievances

Reporting process

Receive 
report

1

Investigate

2

Take follow-up 
measures and 

disciplinary action   

3

Monitor and 
manage on a 

follow-up basis   

4
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Risk Management

To maintain market competitiveness, AfreecaTV has established a risk management system that 
proactively identifies and responds to potential risks encountered in the process of pursuing strate-
gic objectives. Our risk management process also enables us to accurately and quickly control risk 
from the risk identification stage all the way through response and follow-up. In addition, the board 
of directors oversees the management of risk, working to mitigate risk-induced losses through an 
efficient decision-making process led by the CEO.

Proactive risk management

While the Internet media landscape ensures individual freedom of expression, this freedom is 
sometimes abused such that it threatens the individual rights and safety of others. To guard against 
such threats, AfreecaTV enforces self-regulation policies with respect to communication with key 
government departments. This ensures we comply with relevant legislation on the promotion and 
use of communications networks and information protection, as well as areas not yet defined by 
law or interpretations of how to apply the law. In addition, through ongoing discussion with govern-
ment departments and other relevant agencies, we are helping to formulate appropriate legislation 
and guidelines for our rapidly changing industry. We will continue working to ensure freedom of  
expression for our users, while also enhancing accountability. AfreecaTV seeks to be a trusted  
media channel based on mutual respect.

Self-regulated management

We identify and manage the key risks associated with the business environment, which must be 
taken into consideration in our business operations, as a matter of priority. Further, we analyze and 
proactively respond in various ways to risks faced by stakeholders with whom we are closely con-
nected (including partners and users), doing so to enhance our risk response capabilities.

Key risk screening

Risk management

Unpredictable risks—both internal and external—result from the rapidly changing business environment and increasing complexity of social structures. These risks 
pose a threat to the growth and survival of the business. But they can also represent opportunities for business growth if dealt with in a timely and appropriate manner. 
Through on-site, practice-driven, predictable management efforts, AfreecaTV ensures the soundness of its financial structure, analyzing and proactively responding to 
risks in multiple ways. We also actively identify risk factors that could be transformed into opportunities to improve our business competitiveness.

Risk management process

Determine priorities by identifying 
and assessing risks

Identification and assessment

Through monitoring, upgrade 
prevention activities and cri-
sis response capabilities with 
real-world case-focused training

Monitoring and prevention activities

Establish a site-centered crisis 
response plan that enables an 
immediate response

Control and response

Take post-crisis recovery meas-
ures and report internally 

Action (recovery) and reporting
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Risk Management

Risk types and response activities

Risk Business impact Response activities and status

Business risk New business 
expansion and in-
creased competition

Changes in industrial and competitive structures due to intensifying market competition  
and expansion into new business areas

•Strengthening of the income portfolio
• Technology leadership by improving the UI/UX and increasing R&D capabilities
• Ensure the competitiveness of new businesses through open innovation and other channels

Information security  Negative business impact of data manipulation, hacking, and other malicious interference 
related to doing business in an IT-based industry; legal liability or reduced competitiveness 
resulting from inadequate internal information management

• Build a digital management framework based on proprietary systems
• Strengthen the database access control system
• Conduct employee information security and data management training

Content risk Impact of harmful content on brand image • Provide partners with access to a dedicated team and train partners on ways to develop 
their businesses sustainably

• Identify real-time risks through content monitoring and the user reporting system
• Build a media response system

Financial risk Investment Concern about financial losses arising from performance that fails to meet investment plan 
goals due to poor investment decisions or changes in the business environment

• Improve investment efficiency and respond preemptively to risks through an investment 
management system

• Review large investments at the top-management level
• Conduct periodic management of major investments underway

Finance Exposure to market, credit, liquidity, and other risks resulting from expanding our global 
activities and other areas of business

• Dedicated risk management by each department in accordance with policies approved by 
the management committee

• Conduct preliminary financial risk identification and assessment through collaboration  
between business departments

Social/environmen-
tal risk

Legal interpretation 
risk

Financial losses and damage to the corporate image from non-compliance with laws  
and regulations resulting in business suspension, fines, or other penalties

• Compliance with relevant laws, such as the Personal Information Protection Act, the Act 
on the Consumer Protection in Electronic Commerce, Etc. and others

• Prepare guidelines and implement self-regulation in line with changing industry conditions 
through discussions with government organizations on interpretations of how to apply the 
law and other matters

Energy management Various regulations on energy use as a result of expanded global management related to 
domestic and overseas energy consumption

• Build servers with the aim of saving energy

AfreecaTV undertakes appropriate risk management by classifying risks by type, identifying the impact of each risk on our business, and systematically responding to these risks through clear response  
activities.

Risk types
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Managing each type of risk

Through proactive training on content risk, AfreecaTV follows processes within our organization to preemptively manage risk and take follow-up action to prevent the recurrence of past risk factors. This  
ensures that many users can engage in real-time communications within a healthy environment.

Managing content risk

Our 24-hour internal monitoring department monitors and re-
sponds in real time to harmful content that may occur within 
the many broadcasts underway simultaneously.

Real-time monitoring

For inappropriate content that occurs despite our policies 
and systematic mechanisms to prevent risks, we are com-
mitted to following up and reaching a resolution. This pro-
cess can involve temporarily or permanently banning users, 
or even legal action. In this way, we are determined to raise 
awareness and prevent recurrences.

Follow-up procedures

Through the AfreecaTV BJ training program, we provide BJs 
with information useful to their work, including lists of pre-
cautions to be aware of. Our friendly and easy-to-understand 
training in webtoon and video formats helps prevent the oc-
currence of risk factors when broadcasting.

Advance training

Users can directly report violations of the law or our use 
policies, as well as harm caused to others. The company is 
constantly striving to mitigate risks by rewarding users who 
report helpful information.

User reporting system
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AfreecaTV’s internal organization and processes manage future financial risks.

The board of directors minimizes financial risk by establishing rules of approval for specific invest-
ment amounts, ensuring that large investments are adequately considered in advance. We also 
monitor market changes and other aspects of the environment, as well as discussing investments 
with related departments to promote healthy investments and identify risks.

We comply with laws and regulations and improve operational efficiency by enacting internal con-
trols and management regulations. As the internal accounting management system has become a 
more significant corporate success factor, we are working to improve our internal accounting regu-
lations and processes.

Financial/investment risk management

AfreecaTV complies with relevant laws, including the Personal Information Protection Act, the Act 
on Promotion of Information and Communications Network Utilization and Information Protection, 
Etc., and the Act on the Consumer Protection in Electronic Commerce, etc. We are also working 
to reduce risks proactively through self-regulation and other efforts to conform to new statutory 
and ethical standards resulting from social changes. In fact, we had already implemented purchase 
ceilings to restrict excessive in-platform item purchases even before discussions were held on legis-
lation to limit what users could spent per day in online activities. 

For minors, we use separate criteria when setting these ceilings. Moreover, so that our company  
and the industry as a whole can grow hand-in-hand, we are striving to pursue cooperation and  
respond to risks through communication with government departments and relevant associations.

Social risk management

AfreecaTV is preparing for, and proactively responding to, potential environmental risks.

With an eye on carbon emissions and energy use, we are preparing to install eco-friendly servers 
and aim to implement environmentally focused management in line with global standards.

Environmental risk management
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Cyber Security

To prevent customer information leaks and ensure business stability, AfreecaTV’s Information Pro-
tection Committee operates a management system for privacy and security control. Our Information 
Protection Committee oversees the information protection management system. Specifically, the 
committee—which manages all information within the company—is composed of the Chief Infor-
mation Security Officer (CISO), the Chief Privacy Officer (CPO), and the Chief Technology Officer 
(CTO). The committee deliberates, reviews, and votes on information protection issues and other 
related and critical matters, thereby managing information protection risk across the enterprise.

Information protection system

AfreecaTV acquired an information security management system (ISMS) certification from the Korea 
Internet & Security Agency to give overseas stakeholders confidence in our information protection 
efforts. As of 2021, we have continued to maintain our certification since first being certified in  
2014, and on this basis, we will continue improving our security capabilities by upgrading our  
systems.

Information security management system (ISMS) certification

AfreecaTV protects user data and privacy at all stages, from service planning to service end. In 
addition, information security risk is managed through a personal information management system. 
This system includes advance control procedures to verify compliance with relevant laws and inter-
nal regulations for all services provided by AfreecaTV, and verifies user privacy sensitivity in advance.

Protection of personal information and privacy

ISMS certification ISMS certificate

Information security

Recently, the enhanced focus on the responsibility of companies that handle data has led to a rise in the importance of personal information protection and information 
security systems. In response, AfreecaTV’s diverse policies and systems allow us to maintain a high standard of information security so that we can protect our 
reputation as a company that customers trust. We are committed to protecting personal information by regularly conducting employee training that enhances awareness 
of information protection. We have also taken appropriate security measures to protect data when employees work from home. Finally, we manage security vulnerabilities 
by conducting simulated cyber attack training and enforcing cybersecurity enhancement policies. 

Information security organization system

Information Protection Committee

CEO

Information Protection Manager

Personal information protection staff

HR

Planning DivisionCTO

CISO

CPO
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Cyber Security

To systematically manage personal information, AfreecaTV annually develops and updates our Per-
sonal Information Protection Management Plan.

Personal information protection management plan and principles

To raise information security awareness within the company, AfreecaTV conducts information pro-
tection training for all employees. Specifically, new employees are required to complete security 
training to ensure compliance with information security regulations. The company periodically holds 
an E-Clean Day for employees. These events inform employees about security matters, such as 
phishing and other recent security threats. Recently, with the increase of remote working, we have 
conducted training on amendments to the three major acts related to data protection, doing so 
through the company intranet and online live channels.

Privacy protection training

Principles of personal information protection management

AfreecaTV prioritizes the protection of user privacy.5

AfreecaTV complies with all laws and international standards on the protection of  
personal information.1

AfreecaTV always discloses transparently the processing of members’ personal information.2

AfreecaTV collects the minimum personal information possible to meet our objectives and  
manages this information responsibly.4

AfreecaTV respects the right of users to make decisions about their personal information.3

Security training status

Training on information 
security trends and 

cases for all employees

4 times per year

for all employees

E-Clean Day

2 times per year

Information security 
training for new hires
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Cyber Security

Incident (attack) response procedures

Sequence Details

1 Initial response Record timeline-based incident circumstances; operate an emergency contact 
network for each risk level

2 Identify the cause and 
verify whether action is 
possible 

After identifying the cause of the incident (attack), determine whether action 
can be taken internally. If not, report the matter to higher-level staff.

3 Take action against inci-
dent

If action cannot be taken internally, take action through related departments or 
external contractors.

4 Delay action If action is delayed, escalate the risk level and report the matter to the most 
senior manager in charge. 

5 Complete action and 
notify

Notify actions taken for each risk level

6 Analyze cause and 
prepare report on actions 
taken

Collect data and analyze. Determine when and how the incident occurred and 
who was involved, and draft an accurate report so that decision makers can 
easily understand the situation. 

7 Establish plans to prevent 
recurrences

Decide how to prevent incidents from spreading or recurring

8 Finish Draw up security policies to identify and prevent similar attacks, change 
procedures, record information about the incident, draw up long-term security 
policies, draft plans to modify technology, etc.

Initial response

Complete action 
and notify

Identify the 
cause and verify 
whether action 
is possible

Analyze cause 
and prepare 
report

Take action 
against incident

Establish plans 
to prevent re-
currences

Delay action

Finish

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

AfreecaTV’s telecommuting system ensures work continuity by staff working from home during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and in other emergency situations described in the crisis response manual. In 
addition, the system encrypts data transmitted during remote working to prevent information leaks.

Encryption of the remote working environment for all employees

AfreecaTV further enhances security by conducting internal vulnerability checks on our information 
systems. We also take action related to key vulnerabilities, such as through simulated hacking exer-
cises, and strengthen our digital security capabilities through system monitoring.

Cybersecurity enhancement policy
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Shareholders Media associations  
and institutions

Local and civil society Users Partners (BJs) Employees

Definition Entities that directly or indirectly 
participate in management of 
the company by holding shares 
in the company

Entities that discuss and shape 
general values about media 
norms, rules, ethics, etc.

Groups looking for ways to de-
velop their communities within a 
certain local area

Entities using the AfreecaTV 
platform

Entities producing AfreecaTV 
broadcasts

Officers and employees  
participating in company  
activities

Major issues - Create financial results
- Share results transparently

- Comply with media ethics 
- Increase brand value

-  Act in ways that make  
 community contributions 

-  Bring vitality to the local  
 economy

- Protect personal information
- Improve service quality

- Increase platform users
- Create content revenue

- Improve the work environment
-  Work performance and  
 compensation

Communication channels 
and activities

- IR data disclosure
-  General meeting of  
 shareholders

- Analyst day and conference

- Association community
- Media forums

- Local government community
- Social contribution programs

-  Website communications center
- Customer center
- User forums

- Satisfaction survey
- Various data disclosures
- BJ forums

- eTown halls
- CommunicationON

Value Creator

Stakeholders

AfreecaTV has defined our key stakeholder groups as those who are directly and indirectly impacted by our management activities. This includes shareholders, media 
associations and agencies, local and civil society, users, partners, and employees/executives. We manage issues related to the interests of each stakeholder group by 
integrating these issues in the development of our management strategy.

Stakeholder engagement

AfreecaTV gathers input from stakeholders through a variety of channels. We make improvements and respond to this input so that we can meet the needs of our 
stakeholders. Moving forward, we will continue diversifying our channels of communication and provide information in ways that align with the major interests of each 
stakeholder group. We plan to incorporate the demands of stakeholders into our management activities.  

Stakeholder definitions and communication channels
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Value Creator

Stakeholder communication

AfreecaTV works to maximize the value of our company and business by prioritizing the value of communication above all when engaging with our various stakeholders. 

We have been hosting and broadcasting the ALCON (AfreecaTV Live Conference Call) 
meetings on a quarterly basis since 2016. ALCON is a live-streamed conference call where 
the company discloses its quarterly performance to all stakeholders, including investors, 
employees, partners (BJs), and users. In addition to our quarterly results, we share the 
company’s direction for the future, and proactively communicate our corporate performance 
and information about future plans to our stakeholders. The call also serves as a channel for 
questions and answers.

This is an in-house broadcast for employees that takes place every quarter. During the eTown 
hall, the AfreecaTV leadership explains key issues relating to the company, discusses ways 
of moving forward, and gathers input. AfreecaTV develops through the trust of its members, 
which is achieved by realizing a culture where everyone can freely offer their opinions.

Together with our key business partners—our BJs—we hold online and offline BJ forums 
each year to explain our media responsibilities and policies, as well as to answer questions 
about grievances and difficulties, thereby enabling our BJs to create better content. All of 
these efforts ensure our partners and the company are able to grow together. 

We also hold monthly user forums to further promote dialogue with our users.Through these 
online broadcasts, we look for ways to better serve our user base and explain about new 
services, policies, and issues to be careful of. We also collect feedback from users.

More

User forums

eTown hall  
meetings

Announcement of 
results via ALCON

BJ forums
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Distributing economic value

Recognizing the importance of distributing economic value to our stakeholders, AfreecaTV works diligently to share this value fairly through employment, dividends, and 
taxes, and even through the indirect distribution of value. The size of our organization is increasing rapidly through active annual recruitment. On top of this, growth in our 
profits also allows us to pay out dividends and distribute more revenue to our partners.  

Value Creator

2018 153,146

2019 195,726

251,4632020

BJ distributions (Unit : KRW 1 million)

2018 5,257

2019 7,778

9,6842020

Taxes (KRW 1 million)

2018 2019

5,083 6,012 7,068

2020

Total dividend (Unit : KRW 1 million)

2018 26,186

2019 31,639

37,1522020

Employee salaries and wages (KRW 1 million)

* Wages and salary, benefits, stock incentives, etc. to employees

* BJ income related to donation-based gifts does not include advertising and other revenue

As the global leader in the donation-based business model, we are contributing to 
indirect economic value creation by sharing revenue with our BJs.

We take our responsibilities as a taxpayer seriously, upholding the principle of good 
faith in everything we do. By meeting our tax obligations, we indirectly contribute to 
economic and community development.

We pay out stable dividends as part of our policy to return profits to shareholders. The 
company works to protect the interests of shareholders and build shareholder value 
through a shareholder-oriented dividend policy. Decisions about dividends can be 
made by the shareholders themselves at the annual general meeting of shareholders.

To prosper together with our employees, we seek to increase sales and profits, and 
to provide our members with commensurate benefits and remuneration. In line with 
the company’s growth each year, our employees are enjoying increases to their 
compensation and benefits.

Employee  
salaries  

and wages

Taxes

Dividends

BJ  
distributions
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Conduct materiality assessment

STEP
02

Based on stakeholder questionnaires, media research, industry 
benchmarking, and expert assessments, we identified and 
prioritized the social interest and impact of each issue on 

AfreecaTV’s business.

Analyze social interest

Analyze issues reported by peer companies and survey media with 
respect to economic, social, and environmental issues

Analyze business impact

Survey key stakeholders and have outside experts conduct assessments

Select key issues

STEP
03

Through the materiality assessment process, we identified three key 
issues: 1) strengthen policies and activities promoting shared growth with 
our partners, 2) enhance brand value and image, and 3) perform social 

contribution activities that leverage our business strengths.

Select key issues

Identify issues and priorities for final reporting

Detailed planning of content based on GRI reporting principles

Draw up plans for drafting a report based on global standards 

Issue pool formation

STEP
01

Based on global sustainability standards and analysis of the 
domestic and overseas environments, we derived a list of issues 

the company faces. These were organized into a pool of 34 
issues relating to sustainable management.

International standards analysis

Review international sustainability standards and assessment crite-
ria, including the GRI Standards, ISO 26000, and UN SDGs.

Industry issue review

Review issues identified in the materiality assessments of peer com-
panies with outstanding sustainable management

External environment analysis

Analyze benchmarked companies

Review internal sustainable management issues

Review internal strategic challenges and key points of interest

Materiality Assessment

Materiality assessment

AfreecaTV has conducted a materiality assessment in three phases based on the principles of the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) Standards, the global sustainable 
management reporting guidelines. The purpose of this effort was to analyze the internal and external environment, and the interests of stakeholders, to identify core ESG 
challenges the company must focus on. 
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Mutual growth with partners

Brand value

Social contribution activities

1
2

3

Im
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 o

n 
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Stakeholder interest

Materiality Assessment

Materiality assessment results

We used the results of the materiality assessment to identify a total of six issues: three key issues and three potential issues. Key issues of high importance were 
selected using the key stakeholder questionnaire and input from internal and external experts. Based on this, we outlined the information to disclose in our ESG report, 
and developed company-wide response plans to major challenges. We intend to identify AfreecaTV’s level of ESG performance based on the results of the 2020 ESG 
Report's materiality assessment. 

Materiality assessment results 

N Issue Page of report GRI Index Category

1 Strengthen shared growth policies and activities  
with partners

p.36 201-1 Key issue

2 Enhance our brand value and image p.34~p.38 203-2 Key issue

3 Perform social contribution activities that leverage  
our business strengths

p.47 413-1 Key issue

4 Manage energy consumption and increase energy efficiency p.32 302-1 Potential issues

5 Create jobs p.41 401-1 Potential issues

6 Support strengthening of employee capabilities p.42 404-2 Potential issues
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Assets 

2018 2019 2020

Current assets 95,822,126,520 145,005,201,645 195,601,485,945

Cash and cash equivalents 35,720,958,925 27,335,697,902 66,012,081,825

Short-term financial instruments 10,083,590,000 31,578,894,790 30,377,889,701

Trade and other receivables 45,172,403,220 49,989,461,920 65,507,482,749

Financial assets at fair value through current 
profit or loss in current period

2,750,291,435 33,143,371,707 30,990,123,875

Assets held for sale 0 0 1,055,093,191

Other current assets 2,088,714,094 2,946,925,196 1,610,683,415

Corporate income tax assets in current period 6,168,846 10,850,130 48,131,189

Non-current assets 61,721,892,962 83,544,353,792 96,436,125,383

Financial assets at fair value through 
non-current profit or loss in current period

10,503,006,746 9,751,666,051 9,294,037,002

Financial assets at fair value through other 
non-current comprehensive profit or loss

3,806,194,462 7,237,130,000 7,565,617,428

Investment accounted for using the equity method 3,433,548,207 6,342,271,033 3,900,000,000

Tangible assets 25,084,592,721 28,203,651,091 38,157,450,981

Right-of-use assets 0 8,538,761,085 6,265,819,862

Investment real estate 0 709,909,958 696,808,458

Intangible assets 8,132,624,157 8,550,688,752 16,315,652,200

Other non-current receivables 9,216,990,655 11,482,186,176 12,445,339,545

Other non-current assets 184,505,812 0 0

Deferred corporate income tax assets 1,360,430,202 2,728,089,646 1,795,399,907

Total assets 157,544,019,482 228,549,555,437 292,037,611,328

Financial Performance

Consolidated statement of financial position (units: KRW)

Liabilities 

2018 2019 2020

Current liabilities 64,344,158,682 93,108,530,917 128,640,636,782

Trade and other payables 50,062,046,033 70,527,542,395 102,834,259,752

Short-term borrowings 1,093,000,000 1,983,700,000 1,900,000,000

Other current liabilities 8,677,792,889 8,857,311,603 12,478,519,922

Current lease liabilities 0 3,296,104,693 3,140,976,742

Provisions for current liabilities 0 0 1,196,559,961

Liabilities held for sale 0 0 525,093,191

Current corporate income tax liabilities 4,511,319,760 8,443,872,226 6,565,227,214

Non-current liabilities 306,836,327 13,652,171,290 15,837,651,132

Long-term borrowings 0 8,100,000,000 8,100,000,000

Long-term trade and other non-current payables 0 0 3,534,565,924

Non-current lease liabilities 0 4,737,230,682 3,457,685,180

Provisions for restoration costs 306,836,327 814,940,608 745,400,028

Total liabilities 64,650,995,009 106,760,702,207 144,478,287,914

Equity 

2018 2019 2020

Equity held by owner of controlling company 92,428,378,009 118,929,262,604 146,654,367,248

Issued capital 5,747,383,500 5,747,383,500 5,747,383,500

Capital surplus 48,008,003,643 48,008,003,643 48,008,003,643

Other capital components (5,822,653,328) (7,387,988,523) (10,377,740,793)

Other accumulated comprehensive income (2,395,194,398) (3,617,190,792) (3,139,673,267)

Retained earnings (deficits) 46,890,838,592 76,179,054,776 106,416,394,165

Non-controlling equity 464,646,464 2,859,590,626 904,956,166

Total equity 92,893,024,473 121,788,853,230 147,559,323,414

Total equity and liabilities 157,544,019,482 228,549,555,437 292,037,611,328
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Financial Performance

Consolidated statement of comprehensive income (units: KRW)

2018 2019 2020

Operating income 125,721,361,507 166,530,063,025 196,566,477,876

Operating expenses 98,384,109,366 129,342,775,505 146,152,949,528

Operating income 27,337,252,141 37,187,287,520 50,413,528,348

Financial income 835,995,067 6,879,249,386 1,948,541,046

Financial costs 519,490,245 439,596,822 647,510,189

Other income 374,837,156 651,300,899 762,120,795

Other losses 538,654,717 663,671,020 4,898,986,801

Related-company income (loss) (674,423,528) (991,300,174) (42,671,033)

Net income before corporate income tax expense 26,815,515,874 42,623,269,789 47,535,022,166

Corporate income tax expense 5,257,377,896 7,777,547,806 9,683,809,555

Income on continuing operations 21,558,137,978 34,845,721,983 37,851,212,611

Income on discontinued operations (223,383,634) (685,336,162) (1,590,878,620)

Current net income 21,334,754,344 34,160,385,821 36,260,333,991

Other comprehensive income (266,753,991) (1,221,996,394) 132,373,776

Items not subsequently reclassified to current income or loss    

Valuation gain or loss on financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive profit or loss (234,174,095) (1,188,060,036) 173,196,244

Items subsequently available for reclassification to current income or loss    

Difference in translation of foreign currency by overseas places of business (32,579,896) (33,936,358) (40,822,468)

Valuation gain or loss on available-for-sale financial assets 0 0  

Total comprehensive income 21,068,000,353 32,938,389,427 36,392,707,767

Net income from continuing operations attributable to: 

Controlling interest 21,786,249,959 35,056,338,676 38,185,851,758

Non-controlling interest (228,111,981) (210,616,693) (334,639,147)

Net income from discontinued operations attributable to:

Controlling interest (223,383,634) (685,336,162) (1,590,878,620)

Total comprehensive income attributable to:

Comprehensive income, controlling interest 21,296,112,334 33,149,006,120 36,727,346,914

Comprehensive income, non-controlling interest (228,111,981) (210,616,693) (334,639,147)
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Universal Standards(GRI 100)

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page Note 

Organization profile 102-1 Name of the organization 16

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 16

102-3 Location of headquarters 16

102-4 Location of operations 17

102-5 Ownership and legal form 16, 17

102-6 Markets served 17

102-7 Scale of the organization 16

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 16

102-9 Supply chain 17

102-11 Precautionary principle or approach 2

Strategy 102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 5

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities 61~64

Ethics and integrity 102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior 59

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 60

Governance 102-18 Governance structure 53~58

Stakeholder engagement 102-40 List of stakeholder groups 70

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 81

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 70

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 70

Reporting practice 102-45 Entities (subsidiaries and joint ventures) included in the consolidated financial statements 17

102-46 Defining report content and topic boundaries 73

102-47 List of material topics 74

102-50 Reporting period 2

102-51 Date of most recent report Publication of first report

102-52 Reporting cycle 2

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 2

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 2, 77, 78

102-55 GRI content index 77, 78

102-56 External assurance 82

Management approach 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 30, 53 

103-2 The management approach and its components 30, 53

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 30, 53

GRI Index

General Disclosures
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Environmental Performance (GRI 300)

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page Note 

Energy 302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 31, 32

Environmental compliance 302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 31, 32

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations No violations of environmental laws  
and regulations

Social Performance (GRI 400)

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page Note 

Employment 401-1  New employee hires and turnover 40, 41, 78, 79

401-3  Parental leave 44, 78, 79

403-6  Worker health promotion 44

404-2  Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs 42

Diversity and equal opportunity 405-1  Diversity of governance bodies and employees 41, 45

406-1  Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken No incidents of discrimination and 
no corrective actions taken

Local communities 413-1  Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs 49, 50

Customer privacy 418-1  Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data No violations of privacy and no 
complaints

Socioeconomic compliance 419-1  Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and economic area No violations of laws 
and regulations

GRI Index

Economic Performance (GRI 200)

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page Note 

Economic performance 201-1  Direct economic value generated and distributed 72

Indirect economic impacts 203-1  Infrastructure investments and services supported 35

203-2  Significant indirect economic impacts 47~52

Material Topics
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ESG Performance

Society

Employee status (Unit: Persons)

Category 2018 2019 2020

Total number of employees 392 473 529 

Sex Male 287 344 376 

Female 105 129 153 

Age Under 30 years old 116 157 165 

30–50 years old 272 313 362 

50 years old or above 4 3 2 

Employment 
type

Permanent All 392 472 527 

Male 287 343 374 

Female 105 129 153 

Contract All - 1 2 

Male - 1 2 

Female - - -

Parental leave (Unit: Persons, %)

Category 2018 2019 2020

Total eligible Male 287 344 376 

Female 105 129 153 

Persons taking parental 
leave

Male  - - 1

Female 8 3 4

Persons returning to work Male - - 1

Female 8 3 3

Persons working more than 12 
months after returning to work

Male - - 1

Female 5 3 3

% of persons returning to work to 
total no. of persons taking leave

Male - - 100

Female 100 100 75
No. of newly hired employees (Unit: Persons)

Category 2018 2019 2020

Newly hired employees 81 144 132 

Region Korea 81 144 132 

Overseas - - -

Sex Male 63 102 83 

Female 18 42 49 

Economic value distribution (KRW 1 million)

Recipient Category 2018 2019 2020

BJs Commissions 153,146 195,726 251,463

Employees* Commissions 26,186 31,639 37,152

Shareholders Dividend 5,083 6,012 7,068

* Wages and salary, benefits, stock incentives, etc. to employees

Hiring of socially disadvantaged persons (Unit: Persons, %)

Category 2018 2019 2020

Persons with disabilities 5 5 7

% of persons with disabilities to total workforce 1.3 1.1 1.3
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ESG Performance

R&D investment (Unit: KRW 1,000, %, Persons)

Category 2018 2019 2020

R&D expenses1) 7,633,267 10,120,678 11,181,090 

% of R&D expenses to sales 6.03  6.03 5.69

R&D personnel2) 96 83 88

% of R&D personnel to total company employment 24.5 17.5 16.6

1) Inclusive of R&D personnel costs
2) R&D personnel registered with KOITA

Employee job-related training costs (Unit: KRW 1,000)

Category 2018 2019 2020

Total education and training costs 214,314 332,047 237,884

Book and printing expenses 63,139 72,508 89,234

Energy consumption  (Unit: kWh)

Category 2018 2019 2020

Total non-renewable 
energy consumption

Electricity 41,793 44,186 45,191

Heating/cooling 5,565,177 5,118,953 5,672,192

Elevators 417 410 414

Total consumption 5,607,387 5,163,549 5,717,796

※ At AfreecaTV’s PanGyo headquarters

Environment

AfreecaTV ownership structure (as of Mar. 31, 2021)

Shareholder Number of shares  Amount (KRW 1,000) Ownership share (%)

Saint International Co., Ltd. 2,912,133 1,456,067 25.3

Specially related persons 12,113 6,057 0.1

Treasury shares 621,099 310,550 5.4

JP MORGAN SECURITIES PLC 835,120 417,560 7.3

SWEDBANK ROBUR GLOBALFOND 612,764 306,382 5.3

Other 6,501,538 3,250,768 56.6

Total 11,494,767 5,747,384 100.0

*If multiple funds hold stocks, only the name of the representative fund that holds the most stock is stated

Ethics training time 

Category 2018 2019 2020

Hours of employee ethics training 40.5 72.0 66.0

Governance

Shareholdings by members of the board of directors (Unit: Shares, KRW 1,000, %)

Category 2018 2019 2020

Internal 
director

 Chan-Yong 
Jung 

No. of shares 10,325 10,325 10,325

Amount 5,163 5,163 5,163

Ownership share 0.09 0.09 0.09

Outside 
director

Kanghyun 
Kwon

No. of shares 15,000 13,500 10,500

Amount 7,500 6,750 5,250

Ownership share 0.13 0.12 0.09

Society
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Association Memberships

AfreecaTV association memberships

Korea Software Property-Right Council Korea Internet Corporations Association Korea VR-AR Content Association

 Purpose of membership

Foster development in the software industry and protect copyrights 

 Purpose of membership

Address regulatory action by the National Assembly and the central 
government and contribute to growth of ICT industries 

 Purpose of membership

Promote growth of the VR/AR industry and find government projects 

 Supervising department

 General Affairs Team

 Supervising department

 External Cooperation Division

 Supervising department

 External Cooperation Division

KOSDAQ Listed Companies Association Korea Listed Companies Association Korea Digital Advertising Association

 Purpose of membership

Obtain KOSDAQ market disclosure support, as well as consulting 
and training regarding various legislation 

 Purpose of membership

Obtain legal and accounting/tax information related to publicly trad-
ed companies, and advice on investments and disclosures

 Purpose of membership

Obtain information on and identify trends in the digital advertising industry, respond proactively to chang-
es in the advertising market, create an external environment for working with the National Assembly, the 

central government, and other public organizations to promote self-regulation in digital advertising

 Supervising department

 IR Division

 Supervising department

 IR Division

 Supervising department

 Advertising Department
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Third-Party Assurance Opinion

To the stakeholders of AfreecaTV Co., Ltd.

BSI Group Korea (the “Assurance Agency”) was asked to conduct an assurance engagement concerning AfreecaTV’s 2020 ESG Report (the 
“Report”). This assurance opinion applies only to the relevant information included in the scope of the assurance. The responsibility for all in-
formation and assertions contained in the report belongs entirely to AfreecaTV Co., Ltd. We are responsible for assurance insofar as we apply 
our assurance methodology within the specified scope to provide an independent assurance opinion containing our professional perspective 
for the management of AfreecaTV Co., Ltd., and also for all stakeholders of AfreecaTV Co., Ltd.

Assurance standards 

This assurance engagement uses the AA1000 Assurance Standards (AA1000AS v3, 2020), and was conducted in accordance with a Type 1 
moderate level of assurance under AA1000AS. In addition, we have verified that the company has complied with the Core option of the GRI 
Standards.

Assurance scope
The following describes the scope of assurance for this report.

  Information in the report that covers the period from January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020
  Key assertions made in this report regarding sustainable management policies and strategies, goals, businesses, performance, etc.; material  
 issues included as a result of the materiality assessment 

  Suitability and robustness of processes and systems for information collection, analysis, and review
  The following were not included in the assurance.
- Financial information included in the Appendices of the report  

- Other associated additional information, such as websites presented in the report

Assurance method
We used methodologies developed to comply with assurance standards and collect related evidence to reduce errors in the report, doing so 
by carrying out the following activities:

-  Review and confirm appropriateness of material issue analysis processes to determine assurance priorities

-  Review sustainability strategy implementation processes and systems for their implementation

-  Review the appropriateness of supporting evidence for issues discussed in interviews with senior managers in departments charged with  
 managing material issues

-  Identify the processes for generating, collecting, and reporting data for each performance area

Assurance results

This assurance engagement did not find any matters wherein the information and data contained in the report by AfreecaTV Co., Ltd. could 
be considered to have been materially misrepresented. The report is determined to have been prepared in accordance with the Core option 
of the GRI Standards. Additionally, the following is our statement on the principles set forth in AA1000AP (2018).

AA1000AP (2018) principles
Inclusivity: Stakeholder engagement and feedback

AfreecaTV possesses a stakeholder engagement process that involves key stakeholders, such as shareholders, media associations, 
communities, viewers (users), partners (BJs), and employees, and conducts stakeholder engagement programs, including communi-
ty building and periodic surveys. We have confirmed that AfreecaTV possesses communication channels with individual stakeholder 
groups, which allows the company to collect a range of stakeholder feedback.

Materiality: Identification and disclosure of material sustainability topics  

AfreecaTV conducts analysis of international standards, analysis of industry issues, media research, and stakeholder surveys to define 
material economic, social, and environmental issues to report on that are related to sustainability. The company has also established 
priorities through assessments of business impacts on stakeholders and stakeholder interests, and reports on a total of three material 
sustainable management topics.

Responsiveness: Response to important sustainability topics and related impacts 

AfreecaTV drafts and implements issue-specific response plans to ensure that critical issues that have been identified are addressed ap-
propriately to meet stakeholder expectations. The results of these efforts are reflected in the policies, sustainability goals, measurement 

indicators, and performance data disclosed in this report.

Impact: Impact of the organization's activities and important sustainability topics on the organization and its stakeholders

AfreecaTV implements processes to understand, measure, and evaluate the impacts of important issues on the organization and its 
stakeholders. The company has identified and disclosed the impact of important topics individually in this report, doing so from a sus-
tainability perspective. 

Recommendations for improvement
We hereby present the following opinions, which do not affect the overall results of this assessment.

  The Assurance Team recommends that AfreecaTV further develop its sustainability governance framework by establishing clearer  
 responsibilities for the board of directors and by designing processes to assess the performance of the governance structure itself.

  To identify significant issues, a broader range of sustainability topics should be included in the pool and more weight given to the  
 perspectives of external stakeholders. This will ensure that issues of high social interest are selected as topics of importance.

  AfreecaTV identifies the impacts of important topics on the organization and its stakeholders in terms of finance, management, and  
 reputation. We recommend that the analysis be extended to include social and environmental effects, including means of measuring  
 direct/indirect, positive/negative, and potential/actual impacts.

  Further, the Assurance Team recommends that future reports provide more clarity on how AfreecaTV’s business growth strategy impacts  

 the key sustainability issues identified and what the company’s plans are for managing these issues.

Independence and qualification
BSI Group is an independent professional services firm with expertise in quality, health, safety, social, and environmental management. We have been 
providing independent assurance services for approximately 120 years. We do not have a business relationship with AfreecaTV and independently 
conducted this assurance engagement free of any conflicts of interest.

With extensive experience in environmental, social, business ethics, health, and safety management systems, BSI Group is comprised of team mem-
bers possessing excellent understandings of BSI Group's assurance standards and methodology. 

Review of level to which the GRI Standards were applied
We confirmed that this report was prepared in accordance with the Core option of the GRI Standards. Using materials provided by AfreecaTV 
Co., Ltd., we confirmed that there were no errors in the content regarding conformance with the Universal Standards and Topic-Specific 
Standards.

Universal Standards
102-1 to 102-11 (Organizational Profile), 102-14 to 102-15 (Strategy), 102-16 to 102-17 (Ethics and Integrity), 102-18 (Governance), 102-40 
to 102-43 (Stakeholder Engagement), 102-45 to 102-56 (Reporting Practices), 103-1 & 103-3 (Management Approach)

Topic-Specific Standards
•Economy: 201-1, 203-1, 203-2
•Environment: 302-1, 302-4, 307-1
•Society: 401-1, 401-3, 403-6, 404-2, 405-1, 406-1, 413-1, 418-1, 419-1

Aug. 23, 2021

Kyeong-Soo Song,  CEO (BSI Group Korea Co., Ltd.)
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PanGyo 7 Venture Valley 1-2, 15, PanGyo-ro 228beon-gil, BunDang-Gu, SeongNam-Si, GyeongGi-Do, Korea

http://corp.afreecatv.com/ir.php
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